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Preface al,

This is one of six monographs written during the period coveting the latter

'half of 1974 and the firtt months Of 1975 and that review develOoments in American

higher education through the mid-1970s. The sources have been, articles and books

published in large part between 1964 and 1975. Writing during this period has been-

voluminous, augmented in the last five years by the many reports, staff stuclies

and other project prompted by, or related to, the work of the Carnegie Comiatission

on Higher Education. The output has been so great that it is difficult for the

college administrator, much less a faculty member involved in his own discipline,

to view the literature in any broad perspective.

When the Lutheran Education Conference of North America established its

Commission on the Future in 1972, it developed a series of proposals for projects

that would result in documents useful for planning among the colleges related to

the theran ChUrch. One of the resources requested by the Commission on the

Future was an overview of the current status of higher education in the United State:

as that was'reflected in the contemporary literature. In additioh, the Commission

requested that 'this' overview be particularly directed to the implications for

planning for the Vutheran colleges.

In erly 1974 I was_asked td undertake this particular phase of the work of

the Commission. ,After the Commission approved a preliminary outline, and'after I

had completed certain other commitments, including meetings in Germany and Switzer-

land in'June, 1974, I turned to the development of these monographs. I had consider-

ed assembling the materials in a-Ingle and fairly brief report. "Ns the writing

progressed, however, it became obviou.that I would not be able to complete the
Pf

work, at least to my satisfaction, in a single document. After making several

.revisions in the format, I decided on six monographs, five of which would deal with

general. topics, and the sixth of which would focus upon the colleges related to the
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Lutheran Educational Conference. of North America. The Commission on the Future

reviewed drafts of four of the monographs in Octcbr, 1974 and approved the continu-

ation of the work.

The six monographs are being issued under the general title of Trends in

American Higher Education: A Review of Recent Literature. The titles of the six

monographs are:

No. 1 Trends in American HigherEducation: A Review of Recent
Literature--Enrollments

No. 2 Trends in American Higher Education: A Review of Recent
Literature--Students in the 70s

No. 3 Trends in American Higher Education: A Review of Recent
Literature--Governance (Organization and Administration)'

Na. 4 Trends in American Higher Education: A Review of Recent
Literature--Instructional rrmgrams

No. 5 trends in American Higher Education: A Review of Recent
Literature-Financing the Program

No. 6 Trends in American Higher Education: A Review Of Recent
Literature--Implications for the Predominantly Undergraduate
Church-Related Institution

'The monographs, while each of them is fairly lengthy, do not pretend to present an

exhaustive analysis of all Of the literature that has been produced. The selection

of books and articles from which the material is drawn was arbitrary. These are

the items considered by the author to be of significance and that were readily

accessible to'him and that would appear to be readily accessible to those who would

be using the monographs. Eaoh monograph provides a substantial-Cross-section of

the writing and opinion on each of the topics. The sixth monograph draws upon the

preceding five monographs and attempts to-outline specific implications for planning

for predominantly undergraduate church-related institutions. If will be noted thap,

and this is particularly the case for the most recent information,the,monographs

draw ,heavily upon the Chronicle of Higher Education. The'Chroriicie provides the

4
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most up-to-date references on the items cp ered; some of the references are taken

from issues in December 1974 and January" 1975.

v

1

t.

--Allan 0. Pfnister
Professor of Higher Education
University of Denver
January 1975



Writing About the Ccialege Cuiriculum: One Decade Plus

The Sixties.--Early in 1962 the volume, The American College, with an.

impressive subtitle.A PSychological and Social Interpretation of the Higher

a

Learning" and well over one thousand pages of text appeared.. The first printing

was exhausted almost at once, and a second printing was issued by April, to be

followed by puny additional printings and even a shorter version entitled College

and CharacEer two years later. The editor of The American College, Nevitt Sanford,

.Varticiated in Ole Seventeenth Annual National Conference on Higher/Education in

1962 Zs a member of a panel speaking On "Ends and Means in Higher Education", and

he expressed surprise atthe enthusiasm with which the book had been received.

When the writers responsible for developing the book first considered the potential

public', they only hoped that the publisher would be ablg to brdak even on the

enterprise. But The American College captured the attention of a,wide audience; it

was one of the first comprehensive treatments of American higher education in the

post-wa years.

For one of the chapters in The American College Joseph Katz and Nevitt Sanford

co aborated in an essay about curriculum development. They wrote:

Despiteits central place in the program of the college, the
curriculum rarely has been made the object of'systematic
investigation. There is, of course, a vast literature on the
curriculum, but most,of it has been concerned with descriptions
of existing programs'and with proposals for reform rathei than
with the demonstration of effects upon students.,...It seems to

1
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have been alphostuniversally assumed by educators that the
college currtculum, as 'presently constithted,_defines the
goals of Achievement for the student and that the nature of
the curriculum is to be largely determined by whatever is the
present state of the 'body of knowledge.' This assumption

C' usually implies (1) an identification of the 'body of
knowledge' with the curriculum of the graduate school--a very
debatable identification--and (2) only very limited attention
to the role of such knowledge and the development of the
student.1

The:essay continued with a'sometimes eloquent plea for more attention to personali

deirelOpment of student; and made a strong case for a much broader conception of

meaning of curriculum.

'While Katz and Sanford referred to a "vast literature on the curriculum", the

amopt of writing by current standards was fairly limited. In the Book Exhibit at

the'llineteenth'Annual National, Conference on Higher Education in 1964, just over a

decade ago, less than;one hundred books were singled out for inclusion as

significant volumes uner the category of "Undergraduate Curricula." These items

carried pubfication dates between 1953 through 1964, and ranged down to a nine-page
.1'

circular published by qie Association for Higher'Education and entitled

."Experimental Colleges ince World War II.". Two aspects of curriculum se emed to

(dominate the writing in his particular collection. At least 25percent of the

volumes dealt. in one way r another with questions of general education and liberal

education. Anothei 20 percent vould,be associated With some phase of teacher

education. Various aspect of, international education appeared to be the focus of

1.0 percent ofthe titles. The remaining 45 percent reflected a wide variety of

-d , .

concerns and,included d substantial number of reports on individual institutional

prdgrams.
\

A year later, in 1965, 1.10raw-Hill issued the volume, Higher Education: Sole
4 1,

-==

Newer Developments, in connection with the Twentieth Annual National Conference on

d

Higher Education. The preface to that volume begins with a reference to the "crisis
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of numbers"'in"higher educatiOn,.9d refers to the "flood of student) bearin4.

down, on higher educational institutions: The enrollment in 1960 had beep 3.6

"million students, and a figure of 7.0 million was projected for 1970 and 8.7
. ,

million In 1975. (Parenthetically, it may be noted that an enrollmint of some 8.5

million had'already been reached in 100, and reports fbr fall 1973 indicated an

enrollment Of 9.6 million stadents0 Those who were prepared to assume the role of

prophet in 1965 were alsq anticipating a currJ expenditure figure"of 9.8 billion

dollarsin 1969-1970 (it was actually 21.5 billion.) Against this backcround of a

mood Of expansion the editot of the volume, Samuel Baskin, summarized what appeared
4

to be the main trends appareneln 1965.

'As the,press of numbers has continued;-institutions of higher
learning have Sought to find gays of maintaining the qualiti6a
of smallness while continuing to grow....Several institutions
have dealt with this problem by establishing small autonomous
colleges, each with its own faculty and student body, within
the larger parent body....Similar efforts to achieve_smallness
in the face of increasing nuMhera are seen in.../the/ establish-
ment of'a federation of small colleges within the framework of
its university.

While undergraduate collegep have long made use of independent_
study, these programs have generally been reserved for the
superior.or honor students only. There are several new elements
in the'-way independent study is now being employed in a number.
of institutions: (1) as an experience common to all students...

- (2) at the very beginning of the student's career...(3) the
incorporation of procedures which make use of new media and
technology..../There are also/ winter term programs. Other
institutions...give prominent attention to the use of independent
study as a regular part df the studente undergraduate experience.

In recent years several institutions have been giving consideration
to ways by which they might make fuller use of the dormitory as a

, center for learning as well as living....

Ho development has receied more attention in recent years than
the new media and technology. Of Tarticular note have been
developments in the use of television and programmed instruction;
the growth of language laboratories; the development' of new media
materials, such as 8-mm film loops and single-concept films...the
development of facilities for the automatic playback of lectures

1 I. S
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in both audio and video fotm...and the development of new teaching
duditoriums....The learning resources centers bring together a

wide variety of resource materials and production and distribution
facilities for use in the college's instructional program...several
developmedts in the use of the computer hbld significant possibilities
for higher education....

Much experimentation is now going on in campus architecture and
building design. A number of the developments are concerned with
more effective use of the college's teaching and learning spaces,
particularly in the employment of new media and technology....
Paralleling developments in the use of independent study, several
institutions employ or plan to employ tutorial and seminar type of
programs during the student's freshman year....

Many colleges are:moving toward year-round operation, staying in
r session for a total of forty to forty-eight weeks, as contrasted
with the usual two- semester plan,,under which the college year
runs for a period of thirty-two to thirty-six weeks....There is
little queStion that undergraduate programs of study abroad have
become an increasingly important part of the student's under-
graduate college experience....Complementing the developments in
programs of study abroad are new course developments and special-
area offerings designed to increase the student's knowledge of
world affairs.

-4 An increasing number of colleges are making use of some form of
off-campus experience'as a part of the student's undergraduate
program. The trend here is not so much toward the adoption of
alternating programs of work and study, as in colleges operating
under the cooperative plan...as it is toward the development of
flexible calendar plans that require or encourage the student to
spend one or more quarters in some kind of off-campus or field
experience....Few changes in higher education have come more
rapidly than the dramatic increase in programs for the abler or
gifted student....Most of the new honors programs make use of a
wide variety of .procedures in th, accomplishment of their object-
ives. These include seminars, colloquia, independent study, theme
groups,, senior theses, research projects, waiver of course require-
ments, advanced placement and credit by examination, use of student
honors committees And program development, honors centers...and
,the use of honors students, where feasible, in teaching; research,
and counbelingsroles.2

Baskin concluded by indicating that institutions were also giving increased

attention to various types of interinstitutional cooperation.

AP
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The Current Scene.--In the mid-1970s we are experiencing enrollments consider;

. ably beyond those projected a decade ago, and, even adjusting dollar amounts for

inflation, we find that current)lexpenditures are much beyond those projected in '

1964-65. We also find the writing about higher education has increased severalfold.

However, as we look to the future, instead of forseeing a ttidal'ueve" of students,

we are anticipating more gradual growth during the remainder of the current decade

and some consider not at all unlikely a leveling off during the 1980s and 1990s.

With the steaFly-state in enrollment we have also found growing disillusionment on

the part of the general public with higher education, and we are experiencing a

financial ,crunch that has been characterized as a "new depression': in higher

education. Our mood alternates between deep gloom and hope simply for survival.

We find in current writing about curricular innovation reference to many'of

the developments reported by Baskin and his colleagues to be new in 1965. Perhaps

there are fewer suggestions about how to maintain smallness within larger instit

uttons. Independent study has been, expanded to include various kinds of "non-

traditional" study opportunities. There is somewhat less emphasis placed upon

residence halls as centers for learning as in recent years we have seen a substan-

tial exodus of students from the residence halls (although the fall of 1974 suggests

some reversal in the trend, but for financial rather than programming reasons.)

We are still writing about the new media and technology. Seminars at the freshman

level may be receiving somewhat more attention. While the primary emphasis may not

be upon year-around learning, an incredible variety of calendars has appeared.

Study abroad seems to have reached a peak, and may be leveling off or declining as

costs overseas increase. There continues to be significant velopment in off-
s

ti

camOs,experiences, anethese are basic ingredients in the e ending "non-

traditional" types of programs for the abler student as greater emphasis is being
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placed upon the disadvantaged and' minority students in the effort to bioaden the

'Base of higher edUcation. Interinstitutional cooperation of. various types

continues, althodgh some of the consortia'developed in the_1960s have faced

difficulties and some Ilfve even ejgon oul'of existence.
"

As we eonside the shape and form of the instructional program in the decade

ahead, we are told oth that t6e competition engendered by the restriction in funds

will lead to more experimentation and that it will eliminate most experimentation'

altogether. We even have mixed signals
/

regarding the need fo reform. Nation

conferences and national commissions address themselyes to in ovation eform,

and one state legislature has requested its Cbuncil on Higher Education to "submit

findings and recommendations...concerning ways to encourage the development and

implementation of....innovative programs."3 Yet, the Carnegie Commission on Higher

Education,can report in the volume entitled Reform on Campus that two-thirds of

,the. students in a national and large-scale survey indicated that they were

"satisfied" or "very satisfied" with acadepic life today. Only 12 percent were

"dissatisfied" or "very dissatisfied." 4 The report does, however, say that in

spite of the high level of general satisfaction there are some changes that seem

to be desired by both students and faculty members. The changes are of a general

sort, such as improvement in teaching effectiveness, achievement of more "relevance"
. ;

in the curriculum,, provision Of more creative opportunities for students, and

\

greater attention to the "emotional growth" ofithe students.5

Muth more forceful in asking for institutional reform is Ernest Boyer,

chancellor of the State University of New York. Speaking at the Twenty-Ninth

National Conference

Universities in"the

profound changes in

on Higher Education in 1974, Boyer accused colleges and

United States of failing to recognize and,respond to the

the life pattern of their actual and potential clientele:

4
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arrangements dthat will respond to the ilanging social 'patterns in which life is no

7

.4

Our people'are organi ng their live in strange.,new way4,
yet our colleges havA not caught up4ith this social revolution
in Our midst....Historically, the span of human life has been
chopped into slices,...the thin slice of early, childhood....'_
a thicker slice--twelve to twenty years, perk ps--devoted almost
exclusively to full-time learnfng....the /sti 1/ thicker slice
of full-time work. And, finally...retiremp -through-'
out the years colleges and universities hay conformed to this
long tradition, serving just ope slice of life\.6

is,neededer contends, is that higher education construct entirely new

loner sliced into disCrete periods and in which individuals vary greatly in life

style,

I

While offering a somewhat different set of proposals for the future development
r.

of higher education than thoselater discussed by Boyer, Charles Silberman also cane-

fof a reexithination of functions.:
(

Higher education needs t rediscover its sense of purPose.".

0

It will not be eaty to
of a twenty -year abs

'educational,ioals.4.
cojltemporary neglect

. goals.?

di 0, for we are just coming out
ncejfrom serious,thought_ahout
the g'is something irrational, in our
of systematic thought about educational

.

N

He points up wh§t he considers tcfbe the obvious fact that any curriculum involve'

judgment about goals-and values and the priorities attached to them, and the failure

adequately, to examine seriously and systematically educational goals results in

poor and ineffective curriculum planning.

Not all writers on the subject are sanguine about the outcokes of attethpts at

reforms Harold Taylor caricatures the typical faculty approach to rricular

reform, the appointment of the committee that' must represent a cross section of the

academic departmenti, the 1.ck of empirical research or philosophical analysis and

the inevitable compromises, all of which lead to a certain unive sal sameness in

institutional planning:

12\
p.
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The educational plans which result have-a sameness about them
no matter where they are written, since they tend to accept
the same premises and are written by the same kind of people.,
The curriculum for undergraduates is most often a composite
of what each section of the university departments wants to ,

have included in the course material, and the fact of same-
ness is then interpreted as a kind of universal wisdom among
informed scholars 'as to what constitutes a proper education
for all undergraduates. What is actually a consensus of the
academic profeWon as to how its subject matter can be dis-
tributed and adantstered effectively in fairness to'them-
selves is mistaken for a universal educational truth.8

In a mvre recent article, DaVid'Bayley of the University of Denver. is even more

critical of faculty efforts at curriculum change. He observes that greet is the

passion spent in searching for the perfect curriculum" and "so perennially is the .

search undertaken" that there are "few teachers'indeed'who are not plunged into

d
despair at the,very mentiod,af it." Even more tragic, according to Bayley, is the

fact that the only distinctive aspecp "of these tiresome, agonizing, and repetitious
3

, appraisals is their puninesi."9

What are we to conclude? We observe that many of the exciting "new" measures

advanced in the mid-1970s were discussed in the literature more than a decade ago,

that many innovations appear to be old ideas in new dress, but that the demand is

no less insistent that higher education adapt new social conditions, that a

complete overhaul of academe is needed, and yet that faculties never really change

much of anything. Confusing? Yes?' But perhaps the confusion and extremes of

opinion are indicators of the current wave of concern that all is not right with

higher education and whether innovative or not, programs must be reviewed and

either modified or reaffirmed. At least this is the impression that comes as one

views the 120 pages Of An Inventory of Academic Innovation and Reform, another

report of the Carnegie Commission. The impression is Strong that virtually every

college in the country is involved in some kind of "reform" or "innovative"

progreid.° This seems to be the case even as we are also reminded that diversity in

13
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higher education is declining and that consciods effort will be- necessary. to

maintain what is viewed by some as desirable.diversity. 11' In the introduction to

Institutiona-fieQsiLon, Clark Xerr finds educational becoming
/

(--
more alike: '

4

A
Taket as a hole, the amount of institutional diversity in
American. gher education is decreasing. This is due partially
to the pervasive existence of a single status system in higher
education, based on the prestigious University offering many
graduate programs and preoccUpied with resarch. There are few
alternative models to this syst ow.functioning. 12,

The same theme ts expressed in Jencks and iesman in The AcadeMic'Revolution as

they trace the development of the largelknd influential research universities and

the-kind of impact those institutions have had upon Other institutions, an echo of

the position Riesman had earlier taken in Constraint and Variety in American

Education.13

There are some differences of opinion regarding the extent to which

innovations once begun have been able to persevere. A report in U.S. News and

World Report states that many of the changes effected during the 1960s are

persisting and shaving an impact upon institutions in the 1970s, but it also notes
14.

that some of the reforms, including "pass-fail" as a substitute for regular grading,

seem to be falling out of favor and that some of the more unstructured "experimental

courses" are not as popular as they were initia).1y. The article points out that

there is a good bit of experiment4ioti within the context of maintainfing academic

standards, that changes in calendar, the adoption of interim programs, efforts at

providing more flexible ways of meeting institutional requirements as well as the

reduction of institntional requirements are solid accomplishments.14

i

When Arthur Levine and John Weingart reported on their study of 26 institutions

which they began with the assumptio that innovative progrtms such as those which

gave students an opportunity to plan their awn education would be quite successful,
I

14
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that team-taught and interdisciplinary prpgrams would be enthusiastically received

by students and that various types of innovations would reflect unique strengths

and weaknesses, they found:

Our predictions were a disaster. Contrary to our expectations,
we found that students do not participate in program that permit
them to plan their own education. Interdisciplina71and team-
taught programs often fail because fiOulty do not went to teach
them. When faculty do teach them, tkey are unable;to integrate_
their disciplines dr to work together. Written evaluations are
also unsuccessfulkbecause faculty find them too bdrdensome,
students are not interested in them, and graduate schools dislike
them. Finally, student and faculty,performance-;whether in
interdisciplinary and team-taught courses, student-centered
curriculum, written evaluation grading, or'any other structure- -

proved to be much the same in each program examined.15

The writers eem less optimistic than the reporter for U.S. News and World Report

about the kind of receptiOn innovations have received.

Excuisus: Curriculum as System

We are getting ahead of our story. This monograph is designed as a report on

trends. Before attempting further to generalize about trends we need to examine

in a more systematic way what appear to be the major developments in curriculum at

the mid-1970s. The reader then may draw such conclusions as seem appropriate.

Before we begih this more orderly analysis, however, may we take a brief excursus.

Levine and Weingart expressed disappointment that there were so few significant

outcomes when they began to examine reported efforts at reform. One of the critical

factors in this apparent lack of impact nf curricular reform may lie in the failure

of those involved to have a broad enough conception of what is involved in curricular

change. Joseph Axelrod earlier observed this same apparent lack of impact of efforts

at change and concluded that the end of the story in much of reform is everywhere

the same, that "reforms are instituted and all too often do not seem t?1 take.t"16

15
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AS, he reflected on the many failures, it seemed to him that there was altogether

too little recognition given to the curricular-instructional process as it system.

He states that, "we cannot change only one eyment in the system in any substantial

way and expect the change to 'take.' .There is a certain reciprocity between each

element in the system and all of the other elements...and before we can success-

fully reform one aspect of the process we must understand profoundly the connect-

ions between it and the other elements in the system." A framework or model for

demonstrating the interrelationships includes six elements: contents, schedule,

certification, group/person interaction, student experience, freedom/control. The

first three elements are structural in that they refer to specific elements

determined by the faculty, The second three elements are implemental, in that

they are conditions under which the first three elements may operate. The interr

relationship is"suggested in the diagriiibelow.

...and ELEMENT

Interrelationshicie between ELEMMT'
I

CONTENT
II III IV V . VI

CERTIFICATION EXPERIENCE
SCHEDULE INTERACTION , FREEDOM

I

CONTENT
II

SCHEDULE
III

CERTIFICATION
IV

INTERACTION
V

EXPERIENCE
VI

FREEDOM

7' 8 . 9-

0

10

.

11 12

i

16'. 13 ).4'

4 11 13 15 ,-

5 9 12 14 15 ,..

.
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Axelrod has further noted that in the relationship between any one element and

any of.the other elements, certain questions are generated. He indicates a

potential of fifteen different kinds of questions. By way of illustration he notes

how a schedUle system (II) may limit possible developments in content (I). A

liberal arts college had undertaken to introduce a new kind of freshman composition

course, but after a year of effort the plan was not working as it should. The new

pion called for a combination of different class periods such as thirty-minute

sessions for certain purposes, three-hour sessions for other purposes 4nd variations

between. The Department of English, responsible for implementing the plan, was

accustomed to three periOds of fifty minutes, three times per week. The new plan

also required several different kinds of meeting-place's. Without the college

having made adequate preparation for scheduling in time and, place, the content of

the proposed course simply could not be adequately developed. (Colorado College

in introducing the course module system initially found unanticipated problems of

a similar sort and involving space and time scheduling. The College has, with

some adjustments, been able through subsequent planning to meet these particular

difficulties.)

What is intended at this point is simply to emphasize that changing curriculum
4..4.

I e

IIMVOi4;110:eq, t6ri er*wtingliatiaria'in content of particular courses. Currie-

ulum involves the sum totals afforded the student in the pursuit of
. . .

`his educational- objectives. Content is related to scheduling, both of these in
, ,

turn are related to certification, i.e. the manner in which 'work performed is

evaluated. Cri4cal elements are: the' way in which individuals may interact with
,

. .

the group, the kind of _background the students bring to the situation, the degree

of freedom And control that operates Within the system. An isolated change pften

:has,:it, short-life, becidsvthe broader to ext or system within which the change is

undertaken may not have been sufficiently taken into account to provide support for

the particular change.

17
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Categories for Reviewing Trends
4

Much of the current litefature about instructional rOgrams--we are using

"curriculum" and "instructional programs" synonomously- falls within the contest

of discussions about, or reports on, "change,': "innovat on," or "non-traditional"

education, and one is tempted to conclude that if they are any identifiable trends,

they are somehow towar change, innovation and the non traditional. As we have

already observed, however, the "new" is seldom new in the sense that it has never

appeared in the same or similar form before.17 In words of the'Preacher:

"The thing that hath been, it is that which Shall be and that which is done is

that which shall be done: and there is no new think under the sun. 1118 Yet there

are shifts in emphasis and modifications_ and differ nt combinations of elements- -

all of which may constitute change.
ft.

Rather than debate whether what is happening

of change, we propoie in the pages that follow s

written about curriculum and leave it to the read

or kinds of change. Similarly, when we refer to '

debate over how much of a trend, hgw long'a trend

Where possible we try to compare program elements

cases we can only describe what observers report

s new or different or evidence

ly to report what is being

to Make judgments about degrees

trends" we are not prepared to

or whether it is a "real" trend.

over a span of time. In most

be current activities.

Trends as such are difficult to establish. Reports are not equally useful,

and data are often not directly comparable. We' must depend upon other summaries,

such as those of Heiss,19 Creager,2° Hodgkinson,21 staff studies for the Carnegie

Comtnissison on Higher Education,, indivLdual studies and unpublished taterial. The

preparation of the annotated bibliography on non-traditional education by William

Mahler illustrates something of the problems involved in locating usable sources.22

13

18
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Mahler used the personal files of staff members of the Commission oa Non-Trad tional

Study, materials from persons interviewed for the roject and the files of t e

Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC). * found more than 10,000

possibly useful references in the ERIC files, -rev4wed 1,755 abstracts, and reduced

the annotations to 173 basic references. There )13ears to be a good bit of

innovation underway, but definitive reports are pot always-available or accessible.

The summaries that follow make no pretense at b ing as complete or exhaustive. We

are frankly emphastzing sources that are genera ly accessible. The "Notes" will

identify the sources and provide the reader with specific citations that can be

eXaminedi in more detail.

To Organize the review of courses one nee ?s some kind of structure. Recent

studies of curriculum innovation and change s gest possible, structures. Ann

Heiss' comprehensive review of academic innov tion and reform presents findings

under fi e categories: new innovative instit tions, institutions within instit-

utions, i novative changes by academic subunits within conventional colleges and

universit es, procedural innovation,pd institutional self-studies. Levine and

Weingart report their findings under eight headings: current undergraduate programs,

advising, pneral education, comprehensive examinations and sdnior year, concen-

tration, alternatives to departments, student-centered curriculum, grading. The
4

Commission'on Non-TradttionaloStudy suggests three categories' :. broadening

opportunities, reshaping institutions, examining alternatives. Axelrod's suggested

. model for the analysis of curriculum change uses six elements: content, seledule,

certification, group/penson interaction, student experience, freedom/contro .

There are many other variations.
J

One of the more comprehensive approaches to curricular change is that of JB
.

lh,

Lon Hefferlin. In the book, The Dynamics of Academic Reform he reports on a four-

year study that draws upon some 16 in-depth case studies of institutions u u dergoing

1
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change and upon a General survey of 110 colleges representing a stratified random

sample of American colleges.23 He isolates three kinds of response that have

resulted in new programs. The first is to create new institutions; if the old

institutions do not accomplish what is required, new ones may be created. A second

approach is to change or transform existing institutions. The third, and the most

frequently found approach, is to change through "accretion" and "attrition." By .

accretion, an institution adds new programs or emphases, and by attrition, an

institution drops programs or emphases.

With some modification, we shall employ the structure suggested by Hefferlin,

and the specific reforms or innovations discussed in reports currently available

can be placed in one or another of these three broad categories.

New Institutions

t

The first type of response noted by Hefferlin is the creation of new

institutions. If existing institutions do not accomplish what someone or some

group desires, then new institutions are established. In the fall of 197$ the

Chronicle of Higher Education reported on openings and closings of American higher

educational institutions. In spite of the number of institutions that had closed

cr merged with other institutions, there were more institutions that had either

come into existence as new institutions or through the merger with other.

institutions.24 There were 85 openings and only 31 closings. With all of the

financial and other pressures on higher educational institutions, it is surprising

that during the last few years we have continued to experience this net increase

in institutions, although not all of the new institutions are responses to pressure
44.

for change, and not all of them can by any means be referred to as."innovative"or

"experimental."

'
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When Lewis tfayhewi described the new colleges for the volume Higher Education:

Some Newer Developments in 1965, he used as specific examples the University'of

South Florida,Monteith College of Wayne State University, New College at Hofstra,

Oakland University, Florida Presbyterian College, St. Andrews College and referred

4
also to Santa Cruz of the University of California, Chicago Teachers College-North,

Grand Valley State College, New College at Sarasota, Florida Atlantic University.

He noted in the introduction to his article that during the period from 1;61..1964

a total of 146 new caleges and universit.ies had been established in the United

States.

Strictly speaking, not all of the institutions reviewed by Mayhew were "new"

colleges. Monteith College was created as a special unit within a large university,

and New College at Hofstra as a one-year program in an existing institution. St.
;14,

Andrews College came out of the consolidation of three existing institutions. The 4

others constituted new foundations without antecedent bodies, although Oakland

was created as a new unit in a new geographical location of Michigan State

University. the College of Basic Studies of the University of South Florida,

Monteith College,, Florida Presbyterian College and St. Andrews College took new

approaches or new variations to the general education component of undergraduate

education.

Mayhew summarizes in his article the main emphases of the new institutions;

These new institutions demonstrate several new or renewed
trends in.higher education. First, they generally reflect
a desire on the part of educators to capture some of..the
educational potential of the small colleges without yielding
the undoubted virtue of large size. Thus Monteith, New
College at Hofstra, Santa Cruz, the University of the Pacific,
and Michigan State have all been attracted to the c011egea.
within-a-college concept....Related to this quest for integrity
through size is the equally prominent search, for integrity
through curriculum. Beall one of these new colleges, is seeking,
through some variant of the liberal arta di general education
curriculum, insurance against undue specializationor

ft
r
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fragmentation of educational experience....A number of new-
colleges are giving major attention to the use of automated
instruction, tapes, and the like to enrich instruction and to
make it more economical....In contrast to the recent trend
toward elitism in higher education, these new colleges, with
few exceptions, seem to be based on a moderate theory. They
want to attract well-prepared, able students, but they are not
searching for only the top few from the ability range....This
same interest in good-average students is involved in-the
general preoccupation With variants of independent study
These colleget seem to be saying that the same techniques that
worked with honor students can be made to work with a cross -
section of the student population....(and) each of these new
institutions has sought deliberately to create a feeling of
an intellectual community.25

He gOes onto indicate that
most of the new colleges are also lonscious of the need

to keep the curriculum "within safe and economical bounds"; several were experi-

menting with large instructional groups and with other than the typical departmental

organizatiod. He also noted that "in one way or another these colleges are seeking

to emphasize, internationalism"
through area studies, centers for the study of

other cultures, research abroad, and language study.

AmOng the problems Mayhew noted was a major one of recruiting faculty who

could adapt to the ideas incorporated into the plans for the new colleges. And

although the colleges emphasized in their establishment the primary place of the

liberal arts and sciences, pressures for vocational courses soon appeared. Efforts

to maintain other than departmental organization faced constant pressure from

faculty who were more departmentally oriented than they might have thought at first.

Mayhew also noted,haw difficult it was to maintain flexibility in institutions that

began with great amounts of flexibility. It was all too easy to transform into

difficult -to - change patterns the very aspect& that began as innovative or experi-

mental activities. 'He also found that the programs of the newer institutions

appeared to be more the result Of an eclectic process than as an outgrowth of a

particular consistent theory orphilosophy.
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Since the publication of the article in 1965, New College in Sarasota Florida

has faced difficulties and in May, 1974, offered to become a branch of a state

system.26 Subsequently, the state agreed to purchase the college and will

incorporate it into the University of South Florida. Florida Presbyterian College

has become Eckerd College, and Oakland haerciwn into a major university in its

own right.

Oakland and Monteith were the subject of a report by David Riesman, Joseph

Gusfield and Zeldayamson.27 The three began interviewing faculty and admini-

strators at the two colleges in 1960, when both Monteith and Oakland had been in

existence for one year. Their report carries the development through the mid-:1960s.

As the writers viewed the two institutions, Monteith College appeared to:them to

represent "a late dedication to the General Education movement;" the dominant

group within the social science faculty of Monteith had been influenced by the

University of Chicago -general education college. The initial Oakland faculty had

no particular academic model, but many admired the curricular and the academic

intensity of such elite liberal arts colleges as Columbia, Oberlin, Swarthmore,

Wesleyan - -all primarily residential institutions. They found in the aspirations

of the two new colleges "an element of revivalism, both in an effort to return to

plain living without frills and in a perfectionist hope that a mass of unselected

students might somehow be redeemed."28 Monteith was viewed as_all experimental

institution, while Oakland was initially planned to become "a full-fledged

university in an area previously without any institutions of public higher

educating._ It was intended by its Michigan State University founders to be

distinguished rather than distinctive."29 Monteith, in particular, worked against

the traditional departmental organization, and the curriculum was designed to

consist of three sequences which would account for about half of the student's

program .during the first two years, one-quarter in the junior year, and one-half

in tie senior year.

23
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As one reads the Riesman report, while appreciating the great amount of effort

that has gone into developing the two institutions, one comes away with the feeling

that significant innovation is hard to come by,. The comments of the three inter-

viewers regarding the faculty at the two institutions are particularly noteworthy:

Again and again in our interviews, faculty said that they were
attracted by the opportunity to build a program different from
the conventional one. Yet when we drew them out as to the nature
of their proposals, they often expressed only marginal differences
from prevailing models--differences, in fact, shared by many young
specialists in their branch of the discipline....On the whole,
/faculty memberS7 saw themselves as engaged in a mopping-up
operation against methodological backwardness and fuzzy, unsupported
thinking, carrying on the mission of influential Mentors from
graduate schoo1.30

Both colleges were dedicated to developing new approaches to a curriculum for

commuter students, but the writers observed:

The problems of creating a curriculum for commuter students that
will neither ignore nor cater to their limitations are hardly
better understood now than they were when Oakland and Monteith
began. Moreover,. the institutional mechanisms for providing
career lines for faculty who want to focus on issues of teaching
and learning have yet to be devised.31

Differences in the academic atmospheres in the two institutions were observed.

The Writers found Oakland's atmosphere "like that of a hotel or an apartment house

1
whose guests or tenants are expected to be polite but not particularly neighborly,"

while on the other hand, they found Monteith "more like a family, where privacy of

office and classroom hardly existed." Oakland in the late 1960s had developed a

broader clientele, was becoming a university of a cluster - college type, and had

moved considerably beyond the general purpose institution it represehted at its

founding. Monteith was characterizedas "an experiment stabilized." It lost its

special status in 1964 when the grant for its founding provided by the Ford

Foundation was exhausted, but it still operates as a unit within the larger

university,and it has secured tenure for several of its faculty members and retains

its emphasid. on teaching and curricular development, upon general education and

independent study.

24
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When Ann HeiSs describes the new institutions, she includes among the group

New College at Sarasota, of South Florida, Oakland and Florida

Presbyterian College, all referred to by Lewis Mayhew in his earlier article.32

In addition,. she takes note of Evergreen State College in Washington, Federal City

College, Hampshire College, the University of Wisconsin at.Green Hay, Antioch

College at Columbia, Maryland, Thomas Jefferson College in Allendale, Michigan,

New York State University College at Old Westbury, FriendsWorld College, Prescott

College and the State University of New York at Purchase. Other examples incitiIk

the'University of California at Santa Cruz and San Diego (the first one is mentioned

in Mayhew's article), Nova University, the College of the, Potomac, the Learning

Community in Portland, Oregon, and Antioch West, San Francisco.

New College in Sarasota, in spite of the May 1974 announcement is revealed in

1972-73 as a thriving institution, with its emphasis upon a curriculum grouped

under'the three divisions of the natural sciences, social sciences and non-sciences

with each division focusing upon interdisciplinary courses as well as providing

"areas of study" that reflect the,more traditional departmental offerings.

Students could elect to work for the baccalaureate in three or-four years, the

basic difference being in how the Independent Study projects are completed; all

students are in residence for nine terms and all students must lso undertake a

series of independent study plpjectv Students, in addition ve the option of a

contractural or non-contractural program; in the former the student develops term

by term, in consultation with two faculty members, his own sequence of courses.33

The, University of South Florida is reported in 1972 -73 as placing a;heavy

emphasis upon general education. Students take one-third of their program in

general education studies with a heavy emphasis on interdisciplinary and independent

study methods. e emphasis in the original unit of Oakland University on general

education is r ported to be continuing, with some 48 credit hours extended over a
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-four-year program, but the developments of the other two 'units of the University

are not noted.

Florida Presbyterian College (Eckerd College) continues in 1971-72 to

emphasize independent study, and as much as 60 percent of the degree requirements

can be taken in the form of independent study. During each of the four years,

however, each student also enrolls in an interdisciplinary core course. One of the

pioneers in the rent development of the interim, Eckerd College has developed a

variety of learning opportunities in the winter term under the 4-1-4 calendar.34

Evergreen States,Coilege presents the student with !two options for planning a
1.-

general education program; a Coordinated Studies Program in which the student

selects from a number of interdisciplinary topics, and a Contracted Studies Program

that is based on self-paced learning and the student's own individual interest.

A report prepared by the Council on Higher Education of the State pf Washington

emphasizes the "experimental" dimension, and directs attention to the Career-,

Learning Experiences and Service Learning Experiences; the former are most often

arranged as Contracted Studies and include various types of training internships,

while the latter are normally a part of the Coordinated Studies and involve field

placement in service agencies such as Head Start, hospitals and Community Act

programs. Instead of taking four or five courses, the student is to concentrate

-on,one coherent program at a time.35.

Hampshire College, fpnAded as .an experimental college by the Five-College

Consortium in Massachusetts likewise places heavy emphasis upon individualized

programming. Students are to devise their own program, make up their own tests,

and pace their own 'degree progress. The planning for Hampshire was detailed in

such early publications as The Malting of a College.36 4ponsored by Amherst, Mount

Holyoke, Smith and the University of Mas.sachusetta, the Collage opened in the fall

of 1970. Commenting on the development thiec months a/ter opening date, John Walsh

26
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takes note of the 4-1-4 calendar, the three-course student load and the heavy stress

. _
on students "proving themselves able to pursue independent study.../since7 it is

really .on the ability of the students to work independently that the concept of

controlling the size of the faculty without sacrificing educational quality

depeks4"37 Visiting the College in 1973, one researcher discovered that faculty

found teaching loads heavy, that 'stu kf ents Were seeking advice and consultation much

more than expected, and that faculty in doing many things for the first time--such

as developing new courses and interdisciplinary projects--gave much more time to

study and preparation than they had anticipated.38
/

Two members of the first class of Hampshire College joined writing a review of

their experiences at Hampshire, in the course of which they pinpoint a number of

issues that face every experimental college. First of all, how different can an

experimental college be:

Can it continue to innovate each year? The difficulty in
answering these-questions is rooted in a lack of clarity
regarding the purpose of the school's innovations. Does
Hampshire, while being innovative, intend to serve they same
intellectual and social objectives as conventional schools?
Or is-it to explore new goals, new definitions of the educated
person,\and perhaps even new social values? If the latter
,purpose is to be served by the college, there is room for
constant reevaluation and experimentation. If the college's
purpose, however, is to meet the same goals as its neighboring
institutions but to do so in a different way, experimentation
undoubtedly will be curbed.39

Hampshire has apparently, as is suggested in the recent catalog, opted for a middle-

of- the -road stance, to be neither radical nor c servative. The students found this

lack of clarity a source of "an inconsistency of educational practice and direction

which has been a source of frustration for students and faculty alike."

The college is organized around four multidisciplinary schools, and this

structure was employed to avoid the exclusiveness of the more typical collegiate

departmental organization. Where students asked for an Educational Studies program

2
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that required resources from several of. the schools, the new interschool program was

Y established, but because virtually all of.the faculty are assigned to the four

schools,'interschool programs have a hard time surviving. The students observe:

...the schools have very quickly become as rigid and protective
as traditional departments.' And to each school has accrued a
larger proportion of the-political and economic power than a
department has had in any other college. Quickly falling back
on the political and intellectual models with which they are
familiar, faculty members at Hampshire have used the schools as
substitutes rather than as alternatives to departments.40

The writers also: note that faculty are not only prone-to fall back on accustomed
0

patterns of organization, but they find it difficult to develop new instructional

procedures; faculty are trained in conventional institutions and are "steeped in

the conventional processes and rationales of liberal education." The students also,

by and large, do not come equipped with the skills for dealing with the kind of

freedom Hampshire wants to foster.

Hampshire is an experimental college, and it should, suggest the writers, seek

to-measure progress of.students in less conventional ways, but the college "does

compare its education to other institutions and filid7 demonstrates...traditional

concern in its transfer policy."
Ti. argue that the notion of transfer equivalency

is not only illogical, it is also cou1terproductive.

Frustrated with what they view as compromises and fear of risk, the writers

nonetheless end on a complimentary note:

But as the first students at Hampshire=College, we have been
lucky. We've been able to teach courses, advise other students,
design academic programs, and define curricular- structures.
We've learned how to learn, and we've gained intellectual
confidence and humility. We hope the forces that push Hampshire
into a more conventional mold can be masted, so that the
students who follow us can have experiences as fruitful and
rewarding as ours.41

One turns from the article with a bittersweet taste--how new and different and

innovative can a college be and persist in a context that demands a certain measure

of interchangeability?

28
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,Federal City College attempts to provide a diversified program for low-income

groups. Antioch College in Columbia, Maryland seeks to involve students in wide

participation in community action. The. academic program is heavily individualized.

The University of Wisconsin at Green Bay focuses on ecological relationships.

Livingston College of New Jersey State University is an experimental urban-oriented

college with an emphasis upon education for multiracial students.42 Thomas

Jefferson College in Michigan expouses students to experiences that "demand self-

motivation, individual expression, personal and social responsibility, and

independence." New York State University College at Old Westbury seeks to work

with minority, part-time and oldercstudents. It offers external degree programs,

"second chance" programs for older persons, external credit programs, and a variety

of professional training programs. Friends World College emphasizes gaining first

hand experience in other cultures. Prescott dollege is committed to interdiscip-

linary study and organizes its curriculum around five teaching certers--art and

literature, contemporary civilization, man and his environment, the perion, and

systems and sciences. The State University of New York at Purchase emphasizes the

arts, and the freshman program is largely an interdisciplinary study based on broad

themes and topics.

If there is any general theme that runs through the colleges that Ann Heiss

singles 6 for profiles, it is the emphasis upon individually developed courses

Iand eriences. The colleges provide considerable freedom for students in

developing their courses. Theme orientations are evident in ecology at the

University of Wisconsin at Green Bay, intercultural experiences in Friends World

College and the arts in the State University of New York at Purchase.

In 1967 the American Council 'on Education began a systematic inquiry into the

development ew colleges in American higher education. The result was the

publication in 1972 o a monograph that provides consideragle information on 939

29
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colleges founded between 1947 and 1967.43 In the preface to the report it is

noted that more than one -third of the` ,573 colleges and universities existing in

1970 had come into existence after 1947. Two-thirds were founded as two-year

community colleges,, and the Others were four-year colleges and post-baccalaureate

institutions. Over half, 55 percent, were under public auspices: It should be

-noted that'100of the institutions founded during the survey period no longer

existed in 1971.

On an average, aver,ehe 20-year period from 1947 to 1967, new institutions

of higher education in the United States were founded at the rate of about 45

per year. The greatest growth was during 1965, when 110 new institutions, which

76 were pablic,two-year oolleges, came into existence. Of the 349 private colleges

founded during this survey period, 156 were four-year institutions and 50 were

post-baccalaureate. During the same 20 -year periOd same,55 private four-year

institutions were dropped from the USOE directory, and presumably went out A

existence. Thirty-two of these had been established since 1947. Some 83 percent

of the new four-year private institutions had enrollments in the fall of 1967 of

less than 1,000 students, and only 17.percent enrolled between 1,000 and 4,999.

One gains. little insight into the degree of which these new institutions are

reviewed as experimental or innovative. Perhaps one indication that only a small

proportion would be viewed as innovative is the one question in the questionnaire

that dealt with the use of instructional technology. The presidents of these

institutions are the respondents, and it .is noted that the high percentage

indicating only "moderate" and "little'or no" utilization "probably reflect the

'teaching-as-usual preferences of most faculty members at their institutions.44

Another indication of the limited degree to which these institutions might be

characterized an innovative is the presidents' response to the question regarding

the most important considerations in deciding to create a new institution. Only

I t,
30
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40 percent of the presidents in the four-year institutions responded that the

most important consideration was "demand fpr educational offering." Some two-
.

thirds responded that the most important consideration was that adequate financing

was assured.45

The inventory developed by Ann Heiss also refers to a number of innovative

two-year colleges. As the ACE studios suggest, most of the new institutions

established in the twenty-year period of time between 1947 and 1967 were two-year

institutions. Among the innovative two-year institutions listed by Ann Heiss are

Miami Dade Junior College in Florida, Simon's Rock College in'Elassachusetts, the

College for Human Resources in New York, Navajo Community in Arizona, Delta

College in Michigan, Nairobi College in California," Loop College in Illinois,

the College of San Mateo in California\7d the Labor College of Empire State

College in New York.

.Simon's Rock, although classified as a two-year college in An Inventory of

Academic Innovation and Reform, characterizes itself as "a four-year residential

libera$* l arts college open to young men and women of all races and creeds who have
;

successfully completed 'college preparatory studies' through the tenth grade of

high school."47 The college grants the Associate in Arts degree, thus marking it

as a four-year upper-secondary and freshman- sophomore collegiate institution. It

seeks in the 120 semester hour program to provide a liberal education that provides

"the student with a time for becoming acquainted with the whole range of human

inquiry, a time for finding out about himself, the world in which he lives, and

his heritage."48 Only one course is required of all students (beginning in

September 1973), and that is English Level 100. A Bachelor of Arts degree option

is also udder examination. The college is organized by divisions, but it lists

courses also by departments.
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)Empire State College is discussed in a recent article id The Journal of

General Education.49 The/authors refer to the 1972 Empire State Master Plan which

calls for the new institution to be one which:

transcends constraints of-space, place and time....It will seek
to, transcend conventional academic structure which imposes required
courses, set periods of time,'and residential constraints of place
upon the individual student. The College will utilize the variety
of State resources available to higher education for students of
all ages, according to their desires, interests and capacities.
The University will rely on process, rather than structure of
_education to shape and give it substance as well as purpose.5°

They ',dint out that Empire State College "has its own president, faculty, and

advisory council, but no'fixed campus." The College works through "Regional

Learning Centers," each headed by a Dean and responsible for developing programs

in one of the eight regions so far established. These regional centers are

charged with providing learning centers within commuting distance of those to be

served. The learning centers are staffed,by one, or more full-time mentors or

counselors and such part.time faculty as are needed. Students develop their

programs with a mentor, programs based on any or all of the following: independent

studylutorials, cooperative studies, self- study, direct experience, formal

courses. The program decided Upon is set out in a contract; a full-time contract

assumes an investment of 36-40 hours per week, and a part-time contract calls for

18 -20 hours a week. Again, although An Heiss lists Empire State as a two-year

college, the College offers baccalaureate as well as associate degrees.,

Reviewing the status of experimental colleges in an article in The Chronicle

of Higher Education, Larry A. Van Dyne notes that while differing among themselves
. .

these colleges still have much in common in method, philosophy and even in their

jargon. They have their own mimeographed newsletter, their "national resource

-center" and their awn national conferences. And while all claim to be "historic

departures from the norm," Van Dyne contends that 14inny in fact are not," that

they-have "precedents in other places or other times, and much of what they do is

borrowed from A.S. Neill, John Dewey, and even Socrates."51
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What is significant about the colleges, whether they are in large part newly

developed,departures or borrowers from the past is that "they'approach educational

reform in a comprehensive way, going far beyond tinkering with grading systems and

other piecemeal reforms."52 He summarizes the major."innovations" under three

areas: instruction, living arrangements, governance. By and large they seek

alternatives to distribution requirements, majors, grades, lectures and provide

I .ways for students to develop their' own approaches to learning. Carried to its

1

logical extreme this means in some instances students "negotiate a wholly

individualized contract spelling out the scope and content of all, or large parts,

of their undergraduate experience." Not all students, however, are able to cope

with the lack of structure and new freedom; they drop out or returnito conventional

programs. When structured, the instruction relies mainly on small seminars,

independent study,_and field work off campus. In living arrangements the expert.-

mental colleges seek for some kind of intimacy or "community" that brings students

and faculty into "more frequent" and "less formal contact." In governance, efforts

are directed toward widening participation in decision - making, "often giving each

student and each faculty member one vote on important matters." The effort to

extend partidipation often leads to "long hours in town meetings, discussing and

deciding i

"distintegr

ments to d

everybody.

. -

success. Bensalem, an adjunct of Fordham tJniversity was "phased out." Black

Mountain llege, a much earlier experiment, closed its doors. Van Dyne suggests

why the eriments are difficult tamaintain. Faculty members, cut off from so

many of e conventions of higher education--testing, grades, required courses,

es both big...and small," and the tendency for such meetings to

to into endless debates of the unsignificant has prompted some expert-

0 back from their early insistance that all isques be decided by

53

Not ry experiment is successful--if continued existence is a measure of
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credit hours, office houis, calendars', classrooms and clocks and all the rest- -

experience considerable strain, and they face career risks as well; They Can get

out of step with the academic reward system, because they become turned off to

publish-or-perish, fail to keep up with developments in their erstwhile specialty

and lose status in their departments. The colleges face money problems too, in

that many begin on "risk capital," are more costly than the "regular "units, and in

times of financial stringency are more and more called upon to prove their worth.

They are also concerned as experimental units about how to maintain freshness and

remsin'experimental.

The latter issue was the focus of an investigation undertaken by a doctoral

student at the University of Denver. By examining documents covering the develop-
.

ment of the institutions and conducting wide-ranging on-site interviews at six

experimental colleges - -New College at Sarasota, GovernorsOtate College in Illinois,

Hampshire College, Evergreen State College, Prescott Colter and the University of
s

Wisconsin - Green Bay -- Kunkel sought to determine haw effective these instifttions

were in maintaining their initial orientation toexperimentatinn in liolicies and

practices.54 He found a tendency to, move to more formal and stable organizational

structures, toward clearer definition of roles and functions. While non- depart-

mental structure and non-graded systems were maintainea both aspects Seemed to be

under constant threat. Kunkel found the interdisciplinary programming,\a major

feature in each institution, by and, large surviving, but experiencing "considerable

difficulty."
0

First, there are demanding faculty worklOads involved in working)
out newly formed interdisciplinary offerings. Second, there are,
the traditional tendencies of many faculty personnel in wanting
to devote much of their time to their own disciplines....Third,

, these is the basic problem of getting diverse egos, both pro-
fessional and personal, to blend their efforts into a single
educational learning bloc- -no easy task in itself. Then there is
the added problem of monitoring this group through the use of-
poorly organized, administratively chaotic centers or divisions.55
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He also found the independent study feature's, while maintaingd,\were "threatened

constantly by both faculty and student factors," And his general observation is

"The most influential general factor in opposing the development of innovative' .

educational environments is the traditionalism of the attitudes and beliefs of the

constituents of the innovative institutions.,.." In short, the internal parties.--

faculty, students, administration- - generally prove to be their own woist enemies.

Van Dyne's reviewnoted the pressures being put on experimental colleges to

provide evidence of their uniqueness, to show why they should be maintained.

Robert Brown suggests that the key questions in any evaluation of experimental

colleges are: "Should experimental colleges be evaluated? What form should

evaluation take? How d\es selectivity affect evaluative efforts? What are some
of the technical problems acing evaluators of experimental colleges?"56 The

answer to the first question, he suggests, is a clear affirmative. Evaluation is

needed "to facilitate decision-making about a program by providing data-based

conclusions about the worth of various dithensions of the program and to stimulate

hypotheses and suggestions about productive changes in it."57 Any evaluation must

be of g comprehensive nature and Brown suggests that a four- or five -year period

involving 4 planned series of mini-evaluations is a useful model. The seledtivity

problem--students in such programs are largely self-selected--poses some serious

problems'ior evaluation. Experimental colleges need experimental and innovative

evaluation procedures. A simplistic input-output model will be ineffective.

-0
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We have attempted to present an overview of the new colleges. The overview

is just that; it is not a complete treatment, but the intent has been to be

illustrative rather than exhaustive. Articles, reviews and studies relating to

the new colleges appear with some regularity. Hach of the literature takes thg

form of impressionistic reports on one or a small group of programs; definitive

studies are yet to be undertaken. One gains the impression of much activity and

of the hope for some "breakthrough" in collegiate education. The reviewer is

sobered, however, by the observations of Bloch and Nylen on thy first years of

Hampshire College.513 Paul Dressel is even less sanguine about the potential for

significant change:

Innovation in education has too frequently been 'a leap from one
rigidity to another and ultimately equally rigid pattern, for any
attempt to achieve complete flexibility leads to chaos and to the
imposition of some type of structure. Unless that structure is
provided by a statement of objectives so that flexibility in the
program is always examined and adjusted in relation to its
effectiveness in achieving those goals the inevitable result is a
retreat toward traditional patterns and practices. This, as I
read it, is-the history of innovation in American higher education.59

In his well-documented review of the development of upper-division colleges,

Robert Altman reaches a not dissimilar conclusion, but he does Jo from a different

perspective. Reflecting on the experience of the College of the Pacific which

had launched one of the earlier attempts at a junior-senior college, Altman

comments:

The College of the Pacific had eventually discovered what many
other experimental programs involving the structure of education
had discovered: that a single institution, regardless of the
degree to which it is internally satisfied with an organizational
structure different from that of those institutions with which it
interacts, cannot continue to operate under those conditions if
the other institutions (or accrediting bodies or athletic
conferences) do not make certain necessary adjustments.60

One is tempted to incorporate this statement into a form of "Altman's Law," so

universal does its applicatiOn seem to be; Even the College Program of the

4' 3$
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University of Chicago with its demonstrated success in areas important to. the

faculty o the College succumbed.

A groUP of institutions to which no reference has been made in the preceding

review of new colleges ip that small collection of what Altman calls the "Upper

Division College." We commend Altman's volume to the reader. One will find that

as with other "innovations" the upper division college is rooted in the past, in

proposals of such leaders as Wayland at Brown and Tappan at Michigan. The

University of Georgia even launched a short -lived upper division program prior to

the Civil War. The more recent efforts of the College of the Pacific, the Univer«

sity of Chicago, the Vew School Senior College in New Yoik, Concordia Senior

College, Flint and Dearborn Colleges, Florida itlantic,tthe University of West

Florida, Pratt Senior College and the Capitol Campus of Pennsylvania State are

fully examined, and the problems and failures as well as the successes are well

documented. To these should be added Governors State University and Sangamon

State University in Illinois.

There are a number of directories describing in more or less detail the new

colleges as well as other innovatOe and experimental programs. John Coyne and

Tam Hebert have compiled what they subtitle,"A Guide to Alternatives to Traditional

College Education in the United States, Europe and the Third World."61 While it

begins with a chatty orientation to college: hg "with advice on buying everything .

from typewriters to used VW's, it also containg descriptions of wall-known and

not -so- well-known experimental colleges. A number of the entries are based on

impressions gained during visits of the authors to campuses. In all, 100 colleges

in the United States are described, and the listing contains institutions that do

not appear qn many other references. Another, section contains information about
c

foreign study opportuniti96.
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A team of four have produced a Guide to Alternative Colleges and Univer-

sities.62 This volume lists over 250 "innovative programs," and provides a brief

write-up of each. Again, a number of the institutions were visited by one or
s

more of the authors, although much of the information was secured by phone.

Most of the colleges listed are not new colleges, but they are institutions in

which in the perspective of the authors some innovative program is underway. The

entries range from the University of Alabama to Western Washington State College

with its College of Ethnic Studies and cover campus-based B.A. programs, twoyear

A.A. programs, external degree programs, special programs and a small sample

(ir) of the free universities.

sw
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Transformation of Existing Institutions

Under this heading we include reorganized colleges, "colleges-within-colleges,"

and clustercolleges. The latter two types of programs are included, because the

presence of programs extensive enough to constitute a "college-within-a-college" or

another` cluster college.are likely to have significant impact on the parent college,

an impact sufficient to transform aspects of the parent college. In grouping these

three program structures together, however, we recognize that treTare.faced with the

classification problem that plagues so much of the writing about innovation in

instructional programs anti /or changes in curriculum. There are few standards or

accepted conventions for listing and describing institutional programs. Strictly

speaking, Monteith College, mentioned earlier in this report as a "new" college

should be viewed as a college-within-a-college as should the at Hofstra

and Raymond, Elbert Covell and Callison Colleges of the University, the ific,

all three of the latter institutions discussed in the 1965 report b Lewis Mayhew

on "new" Colleges. .Two institutions listed in Heiss' study as new i titutions,

Kaltmaz College and Alice Lloyd College are not new colleges, bui they are

instit ons that have in significant ways transforineAr extended their programs.

Until we have developed some more widely accepted nomenclature--and that seems a

remote possibility, given the present state of the art of curriculum study--we are

often going to find. the same program described under quite different categories by

different writers.

Accepting the present confusion in nomenclature, we shall with minimal apology

proceed with our description of programs, sometimes discussing a particular program

under more than one category, and in so doing we merely reflect the literature from

which we draw the illustrations.

'11+
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As examples of the transformation of institutions, Hefferlin draws from

history the references to the change in Brown University.in 1850, Antioch in 1921
44

and St. John's in 1937, as well as Parsons in 1955. In each of these instances; an

existing program was set aside and a new model was instituted. Francis Wayland was

able to bring about significant changes in Brown. In 19194 Antioch College had

almost reached the stage of closing, graduating-fewer than a dozen students a year,

and Ale trustees tried to give it away to the YMCA, but the YMCA rejected the offer.

Arthur MOrgan, one of the trustees, then became president and introduced his idea

of cooperative education. St. John's College was at the point of bankruptcy in

1937 but Stringfellow Barr and Scott Buchanan quite literally' created a new

institution based upon 120 classics as the new curriculum. NillardRoberts took

small, denominational Parsons College and catapulted It to the front page with his

new funding and instructional theories. For a period of time Parsons was one of the

most talkedabout colleges in the country, but some of Roberts' ways of manipulating

the funds and the institution ultimately led to the destruction of the college;

Parsons closed in 1974.

More recently, by adapting certain new elements, Beloit, Kalamazoo, Goshen and

Colorado College show how changing one element may influence the whole institution.
,

Beloit College adopted a new calendar, a combinat in of on- and off-campus work and

in so doing virtually cAate eJ institution. Kalamazoo took the calendar

revision a step further and built in 'a significant component of study abroad. Goshen

College in Indiana, a small Mennonite college, introduced in the late 1960s a Study

Service Term that has had profound implications for the entire structure of the

institution. Colorado College was "transformed" when it moved into its modular

programming. Courses had to be reconstituted, teaching methods had to be.changed,

and the pattern df life for students and faculty was altered significant

40
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Axe-Beloit, Kalamazoo, Goshen and Colorad6-College "transformed" colleges?

While the changes were primarily incalendar, at this stage in theNeyelopment both

Beloit and Kalamazoo would seem to e fully as "transformed" as Antioch was with

the introduction of the cooperative stuatirogram. To our way of thinking they

4
I similar manner, Goshen College, although itdeserve the label "transform

would probably not refer t itself as a "transformed" college has taken on signifi-

cant new characteristics with the introduction of the Study Servicg,Term. The

Study Service Term calls for each student, during the sophomo011ear, to be involved,1

1
4

in a trimester away from the campus and in a developing coU try. ,Units have gone to

Central America, the Caribbean and South America. In r nt graduating classei,

Over 95 percent of the students have participate such programs. The college is,

attempting in a conscious way ta,incorporate th experiences of the trimlfter abroad

;into the life of the campus. With so many student having participated in a

particular kind- of off-campus experience, the campus itself over,a period of time

becomes transformed. More recently Goshen has also reexamined its total curriculum

with special attention to the general education or liberal studies aspect.03

The dean of Colorado dottege, in a brief report during the third year of the

,new program, refers to the structural chahge as having "enormous impact on the
Aor

'academic life of--the College." Courses are offered one at a time, in.nine blocks,

each three-and-a-half weeks in length. Each block is separated by four-and-a-half

days beginning on-Wedgesday noon and ending the following Monday. The essential

feature of the program:is A block course of three-and-a-half-weeks. Faculty and

students normally areinvOlved in only one course at,a time'. Scheduling of class

meetings is variable; on /some days the claaa may mull for two to three hours, or the

class ma not meet at al ,or small groupsmay meet n tutorials or conference

Each urse has its awn roam available for, classes and study. An evaluation during

the second year reveal,d that 90 percent of the students and 73 percent of the

4i
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faculty preferred the new structure. Class attendance has risen, suspensions for

academic failure have dropped and the number of interdisciplinary courses has

-- increased.

The format for teaching, grading, class interaction at Colorado College has

changed in significant ways in many of the units. The dean concludes that the new

structure has encouraged "more varied and effective pedagogy." There are gains and

losses. appears that the'single course system "makes it somewhat more difficult

to impart comprehensive factual knowledge," but the dean is of the opinion that
,p

there have been gains in developing the desire to learn, developing critical tools

of thinking. He finds that "students are more eager to learn and their intellectual

sophistication is greater." A longer term evaluation remains to be undertaken, but

there seems little question that Colorado College, even, with its select student body

and long-time academic reputation, is a "transformed" college. 64 1

While Ann Reiss refers toYAlice Lloyd College in Pippa Passes, Kentucky as a

new college, perhaps it is more of a transformed college. Established for service

to the young people of Appalachia, it has effectively developed its ,outreach to

incorporate an extensive community- service, program in which one-sixt4of the students

spend their summers plus two weekends a month during the school year living and

working in remote regions of Appalachia. It 3.s this outreach program that brings

to bear upon an institution which already had a unique purpose a new ingredient

that would probably qualify Alice Lloyd College to be called a "transformed" college.

There ar'e colleges other than Kalamazoo, Beloit, Goshen, Colorado College and

( Alice Lloyd that have been "transformed." Prom a previous period of.gme, and

still continuing are such institutions as St. John's College and Antioch College.°

These two colleges are "established" in their trans tions.
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What all of these transformed colleges have in common is that .an existing

institutions more or'less traditional, has through the introduction of a Significant

change in calendar, or instructional technique,, or program experienced more than a

simple addition in programming. The ccilege as a whole has been influenced'by the

introduction of the new element, and'the environment of the college.has been

sufficiently changed to mgke it a new kind of enterprise.

That not all transformations "take" and not all those that do take are viewed

as, unqualified successes is suggested by Harvey Shapiro in his review of a series

of essays on Antioch-Putney,'Bensglem College of Fordham; Fairhaven College of

Western Washington State, Old Westbury and Franconia. Less than enthusiast

about the outcomes, of the experimental institutions and'programs discussed, Shapiro

concludes:

If some of the essays refl.ect the,fuzziess, romanticism, and . e

half-digested, psychology that motivated educational reform in
the sixties, the book's last'chapter, inevitably called imeditation',
echoes another common theme: likethe reformers they depict, many
of the authors have gone on to other interests....Having set out for
utopia and been washed ashore, many of the experimenters have given
up, masking their retreat in a dust cloud of rhetoric about getting
in touch with their bodies and getting their heads together., D.W.
Brogan once noted that Americans are notoriously short-term

crusaders, and nowhere does that seem more accurate than on the
nation's university campuses, where the.population is transient and
the attention span even more so.66

The CollegeWithin-a-College. Because the introduction of a new element can

lead tothe transformation of the college as a whole, we include in this section a

brief review of units that have came to be labeled as a "college within a college."

Few of the listings available manage to include all such institutions, and the list

that follows, although it appears to be more extensive than others that we have yet

dincavered,Jundodbtedly fails to include all of the programs underway.. When we

refer to a "college within a college" we are refer Ong to a discrete program with
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an identifiable faculty and an identifiable student body. While faCulty and

students may also participate in other work-in the parent college, they can be
. . . ...

.. ,.

.

clearly identified'with the college within a college, and facility usually devote

most of their teaching effort to that special unit. in most cases also the college

within a college has budgetary and administrative support.

Some of the programs lisgedobelow are just underway, while others have

"matured" to the extent to which they have become accepted administrative units

within an institution.' Some ard'eXierimental in the sense that they maybe phased

out or are tn the process of being phased out as some of the lessons learned are

either incorporated into the parent college or discarded as non-productiveor if

the efforts hate not been characterized as "non-productive," at least they have

failed to capture the interest andenthusiasm of the faculty as a whole. For

example, the EXPerimental College at the University of Wisconsin in the early 1920s,

although by its oft measures a success and one that excited the enthusiassl and

0,support of both faculty and students, went out of existence, because of lack of

support among the faCulty of'the parent college of arts. Similarly, the four-year
)

unified College of the University of Chicago; althoUgh it,,enjoyed a long history,

went'out of existence, in 1957-58 as a separate unit because of active opposition on

the part of faculty within thk Divisions. While elements of 'the College remain as
, 4

part of Ehe undergraduate experience of students at the University of Chicago, the

administrative degree - granting unit no longer exists. '

The list that follows includes colleges within Colleges that are either in

existence at the present time or have only recently gone out of existence.
. .

Bensalem, included in the list, is'aftexample of the latter..

44
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Monteith College

University of South Florida Basic College
New College at Hofstra
New College, University of Hawaii
New College, Nasson College
New College, University of Alabama
New College,.San Jose State University
The Experimental College at Berkeley (The so- called Tussman College)
The Residential Colleges of. Michigan State University (Lyman Briggs,
'James Madison, Justin Morrill)

The Residential College at the University of Michigan
Johnston College of Redlands
Tuft's Experimental or "College Within"
Hutchins School of Liberal Studies of California State College, Sonoma
The Experimental College of Dartmouth
The-Experimental Coylege of California State, San Francisco .

Fairhaven and Hux1 Colleges, Western Washington State University at
Bellingham

Centennial Colle e of the University'of Kansas,"Lawrence"
Christ College of Valpariso University
The Piiracollege of Saint Olaf College
College III - University of MasdaChusetts, Boston
PrOject Ten,- University of Massachusetts, Amherst
The College of'Creative

Studies, University of California, Santa Barbara
`.The Simall College, California

State College, Dominguez Hills
Bentialem College of Fordham

The last named college; Bensalem, lasted for six years. The first class of 30

students was carefUlly selected on the basis of intellectual and personal standards.Ir

The college was designed to be self-directive, liberal, self - evaluative. It was to

operate °lithe basis of group consensus. One of'the7-ftoblems was that- consensus

was never easily arrived at; the self-selectilie nature of the college tended to

isolate it from the rest of the university and finally it was terminateldr.

On the other hand, one of the more recently established units, the Paracollege

at Saint Olaf,
,

an undergraduate church-related College in Northfield, Minnesota,

recently concluded its experimental period by being incorpoiated into the college

as a separate unit. In 1968 the faculty'of Saint Olaf College, in response to many

of the same kinds of concerns that were surfacing onmanY campuses, authorized the

estabiishment'of what came tObe called the Paracollege. The Paracollege was to

provide opportunities for those who found the more conventional, patterns of course

45
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requirements and course structure restrictive, or as some were wont to say, a

irrelevant. The new unit was established to be a part of the campus community in

which any idea could be considered and could be put to the test. Implicit in the

agreement to establish the Paracollege was the intention to incorporate into the

main or regular college such procedures and practices as might prove desirable after

trial in the Paracollege. In this way, the Paracollege was to be the initiating

and innovating unit.

In the course of a special review during 1973-74 (the program had been under

the continuing review of office of evalUation established 'at the time that

Paracollege was launched), the All-College Committee concluded that the college,

should be given the status of a continuing unit, on par with any other depaitment

or unit in the parent college. The ';experiment" was judged a success and worthy

of incorporation into the ongoing structure of Saint Olaf.

remaining the experimenting unit feeding new ideas into the

Thus, instead of

regular college,

Paracollege gained a life of its awn as an alternate route for students admitted to

Saint)31af. 'What remains to be;.seendis What happens as the Paracollege, created

as an experimental college, continues is an accepted part of the patentinstitution.

Will it continue to be as inventive,asexperimental, as innovative? 'Or, will the

innovations become sufficiently accepted to give the Paracollege so much stability

that it'simply becomes another department or unit within the college. And, with

the formal acceptance of the Paracollege into the-parent college, where will the

inventive and creative urge that helped, create the institution find a place in the

parent institution?', Hawdoeb,an institution maintain this growing edge?
. ,

Project Teniat the University of Massachusetts, Amherst is Muth& type of

"cogege.wwitilin.a-college." It is A residential, living-learning experimental unit

that almost closed down after the first two years of operation. Ili 1972 Lt was
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given a director "and a new lease on life in the form of an additional five-year

trial. During the first two years, "doing your awm thing' apparently. meant.

"turning on," and experimentation meant trying new drugs, and Karen Winkler, in

reviewing the program, observed that, "As in other innovative programs trying to

give students freedom to pursue their own educational goals, many of Project Ten's

members drifted into confusion."67 With Charles Adams as diiector, however, the

project apparently has developed sufficient structure to gain faculty support for

the extended trial periOd. Project Ten allows students to design their own programs

for the first two years at the University. Half of their courses are uQually from

the regular university offerings and the other half may be selected from over 40

seminars given in the dormitory. The major stress is on the humanities, and the
\-

laboratory sciences have been virtually excluded. The project seeks, applications

from highly motivated studentS.

Cluster Colleges.;-.Ann Heiss offers a definition f the cluster college concept
% 4

, .

\'
that makes a useful distinction not always observed i .other references to cluster

colleges. She writes, "Brpad1Pdefined, the cluster c llege concept is realized
1

when a number of semi-autonomous colleges--either on the campus of a larger

instittition,or in close proximity to each other--share \to a significant extent,

-

faculties, and services."68 This definition enables one to distinguish between

r,

the cluster colleges and the collegeswithin.-colleges, t former consisting of

several more or less autonomous units, co-equal, but part of an interrelated

complex, and the latter designating a special unit, also re orless,autonomous,.

but part of a larger institution. Jerry Gaff's otherwise ery useful volume tends

to pombine the two concepts, although-the term "subesXlege is usually applied to
i; , , ,

. ..

the oollegeiwwithinacollege and the term "federated college r" appears tp be
.

.

'reserved for wIat Ann Heiss describes as the cluster college\concpt,09 .,

. .

0
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In terms of Ann Heiss' definition, the following nstitutions would seem to,

qualify as cluster colleges:

Claremont Colleges
Pomona College
Claremont Graduate School and University Center
Scripps College
Claremont Men's College
Harvey Mudd College
Pitzer College-

Atlanta UnivefsitY Center of Higher Education
Atlanta University
Morehouse College
Spelman College
Morris Brown College
Clark College
Interdenominational Theological Center

University of the Pacific
Raymond College
Elbert Covell College.
Callison College

University of California, Santa Cruz
Cowell College
Stevenson College
Crown College
Merrill College
College Number Five

Oakland Uni;.Tersity

Charter. College

New College
Allpore College

Grand Valley State Colleges
College of Arts and Sciences
William James College
Thomas Jefferson College
College /V

S2idman Graduate College of Business

Such units as Justin Merrill, Lyman Briggs and James Madison at Michigan State

University are'more o4 the order'of several colleges within a college as wo uld be

Reverie, Muir and Third College of the University of California at San Diego and

Hdtchins, the School of Expressive Arts 4nd Schott/ of Environmental Studies at

California State College, Sonoma. But the lines art%. never altogether clear,.and
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As Jerry Gaff reminds us, the cluster college concept is as old as Oxford and

Cambridge. In the United States, however, the cluster college concept probably can

be traced to the. beginnihgs of the Claremont Colleges in 1925. The Claremont

Colleges Have developed as alederation of institutions, each unit maintains its

independence but all share in certain educational resources. The Atlanta University

'Center of Higher Education began in 1929, and there was no further development of

the cluster college concept until the University of the Pacific established Raymond

College. The cluster college is thus a latecomer to the higher educational scene

in the United States, and it still represents a very small segment of this scene.

It is possible, however, that some expansion of colleges within a college in a

particular location could develop into a cluster college. Gaff finds the existing ,

cluster colleges "tend to be quite traditional, perhaps even reactionary" and

"committed toithe traditional, values."" We think this judgment is perhaps too,

sweeping, particularly when one reviews such_programs as free - wheeling contract

system at College

k
, ,,ege

IV of the Grand Valley State Colleges and the interdiiciplinary
,,.

, .

and independent 'w'ork in Raymond College,of the University of the Pacific.
.

The cluster college.concept would seem to provide ati.,effective way of restoring

collegiality to the complex universities and a way of renewal and perhaps. survival;

for many small, colleges. Inl-tbelatter instances, however; because geographical

proximity is a prerequisite, and few institutions are able to or prepared to change

locations, few additional Clusters of this type are likely to be developed. Ltrge

and complex universities may develop more subunits, but we,do not see the cluster

concept as the wave of the future.

49
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Change by Accretion and/or Attrition

The response of the academy to pressures for change has taken the form of

creating new institutions or of modifying-old ones either through transforming an

existing institution-by the introduction of a new elementor by establishing a new

unit. And while it is not difficult to identify more than 25 new institutions.phat

appear to have been instituted as innovative or experimental institutions, or to .

identify as many,'or more, of the "college within a college" type, or even to

identify a limited number of "transformed" colleges, the majoi developments in
16-

instructional programs have been more of the piecemeal type.. While the outworn

jest is frequently repeated that it is easier to move a cemetery than to change the .

curriculum, it will be seen that relatively few institutions have been untouched by

some kind of change, be it limited or extensive, in the instructional program during

the last decade. What is deceptive is that the basic stance of an institution, the

established program, may not appear to have changed in significant ways, but

departmental or prograt changes have been going on from year to year.-

As Hefferlin observes, under normal circtuastances, the.major process of

academic change is that of accretion and attrition, "the glow addition and sub.-

traction of functions to existing structures." For, as Hefferlin points out,

.

accretion and attrition are the most common means of change "primarily because they

are the most simple."

Unlike radical reform,'they are emell-scale, undramatic; and
often unpublicized. By accretidh an institution merely en.-
compasses a new program along with the new occupational-
course, a research projeCt, a new undergraduate tradition.' And
-through attrition, other programs and functions are abandoned,
either because they'become outdated- -like compulsory chapel- -
or because they come to be performed by other institutions.71

5
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It probably will be impossible even to get in adequate inventory of these kinds of

#

changes, simply because they are going on most of the time, are seldom reported

outside the institution or outside of a smAll circle o.f persons acquainted with the

institution!, but let us examine some illustrations.

General Education. - -In the first volume o'the Report of The President's
.

CoMmission on Higher Education issued late in 1947 the statement was made, "The

'crucial task of higher education today ...is e to provide S-unified general education

for An*outh. Colleges must find the right relationship between specialized
_.

4.----1---

-----training on fhe oneland, aiming at a thousand different careers; and the trans..
, .

.
_

mission of a common cultural heritage toward a common citizenship,on the'Other."72

The report was addressed to the general theme of "Education for Free Men" and the

authors hid made the broad critipism that cut college programs. were not

"contributing adequately to the quality of students' adult lives either as workers

or as citizens." It contended that since the turn of the century the curriculum of

the liberal arts colleges-had been both expanding and disintegrating "to an

astogpfilig-degree" and as a consequence there was little sense of unity or

direction within the curriculum. It observed that the trend was toward special-

ization and away from any sense of order or direction and contended that "the_

failure to provide any core of unity in the essential diversity of higher educatiOn

is a.cause for grave concern."

Some 60 years before, reacting to the elective

under the leadership of Charles W. Eliot at Harvard
`.;-

the president of Haryard-at Eliot's retirement, was

in the college curriculum. He observed that "for a score of years the.college has

been surrendering the selection of the studies to bepqrsued by undetgraduates more

system whichIlad been developed

,.A. IIWrence Lowell, to became,

criticizing the lack of unity

and more liato the hands of the students themselves..." and suggested thecresult was
I

_ A'
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not unlike that of "a sick man in an apothecary's shop...moved to choose the

medicine he required from the appearance of the bottles on the shelf."73 He went

on then to argue for some kind of compromise between specialization and what he

referred to as "general education." -Later, as president, in hia annual report for

1908-1909, he noted that "the most significant movement during the year was that

looking toward a modification of the'elective system, and this resulted from an

effort of much wider scope to improve the condition of scholarship among under-

graduates." The move was toward providing the opportunity for the undergraduate to

concentrate in one subject and while distributing the rest of his program widely

"to require every student to make a choice of electives that will secure a

systematic education, based on the principles of knowing a little of everything and

something well."74 Distribution was structured according to four general groups of

'subjects and every student was required to take something in each group. The four

groups were the arts of expression -- language, literature, fine arts and music;

natural and inductive sciences; the inductive social sciences-- history, politics

and economics; the abstract or deductive studies--mathematics and philosophy,

`including law and diverse kinds of social theories.

The Cooperative Study in General Eddcation, which continued between January

1939 and September 1944'with support from the General' Education Board and sponsor-

ship by the American Council on Education, involved some colleges in an effort

to bring about changes in pneral education programs, to develop.a 4oader and

more realistic perspectpe of the problems of general education" and to provide

opportunity for exchange of information on experimentation.75 The final report of

thestudy,was issued the same year as that of the President's Commission on Higher
.

-Education and stated that the development of adequate .programs of general education.

represedied the crucial need in American higher education.

f
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Two years before the President's Commission issued its report and the

Cooperative Study published its findings, Harvard had issued General Education in

.a Free Society, a volume that became oner'of the more, if not most, often quoted

sources for statements on general education during the las half of the 1940s.

AThat report hadretated that education has two functions. On the one hand it was to

"help young persons fulfill the uniquei particular functions in life Which it is in

them to fulfill," and on the other hand to "fit them so far as it can for those
N.

common Spheres which, as-citizens and heirs of a joint culture, they will share

with others."76 After some fifty pages of analysis of the place of education in

American society, the volume reiterated the position: "Our conclusion, then, is

that the aim of education should be 'to prepaie an individual to becom an expert,

both in sode particular vocation or art andinithe general art of the free man and

dethe citizen."77

It would not be too much of a generalization to say thit the concern with

general education is various manifestations -and the termialine to talude--4n

incredible variety of approachesdominated curricular concerns in American higher ,

educational institutions from the late 1930s through the 19506. Russel Thomas in

surveying curricular de4elopment from 1800 through 1960, begaa,his review with the

statement "For more than a,quarter of a century general education has been a major

concern of highef education in America. In its name curriculums have been

reorganized, administrative structures of colleges have been altered, and countless

s,

workshops, conferences and,gelf»study projects have been undertaken to the end'that.

higher education might be improved. A forbidding volume of literature has been

published on the subject. "78

In June 1972, as it issued mother in its volumes of reports and recommend-

ations, the Carnegie. Commission on High Education suggested that one of the
a
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significant problem areas facing contemporary American .higher education was "the

collapse of general educatiln into a potential or even actual disaster area."

Elaborating upon the point made earlier in the volume, the Commission report stated:

We regret the new tendency to relinquish concern for general
education. It amounts to faculty abandonment of sense of
\engagement in undergraduate educational policy. e students
protested the 'breadth' requirements, and some aculties that
removed them have put nothing in their place: his does not
demonstrate attention to student dissatisfactions, Init., instead,
a lack of interest in the general education of undergraduate
students or lack of conviction about what should be done. 'Thus,
at some colleges like Antioch, when the students were given an
''open' freshman year, many tasked for more guidance..-they felt
bewildered and neglected.79

The report goes on to state that it is not advocating the return to some-standard

"breadth" requirement or a reinstatement of "survey" courses, but there is concern

lest the intentions of general educdtion be lost. It is even suggested that the

'te i,' eneral education" and "liberal education" as well be dropped, and it is
.n.---

:7

p osed that the concept of "broad learning

eperience"
he used instead. Education

should be for breadth, to provide a person wi :

a chance to comprehend some major aspect of world cultures ,

and human thought; the chance to get a widigi perspective than
the discipline or the individual electiVe.provides; the chance
to learn outside familiar paths, to absorb ne0 points of view,
to appr.ach big problems and absorb data about them and to
analyze hem; a cha e to expand the competence to think about

, .

new areas :nd to unde stand broad new situations; a chance, even,
to discover :."- new'inte.-st that may lead to new field of
Major concentrat on.80

And the way in whikto provide such opport ities to develop several options

from among which.students may choose and the report specifies as one of the

- recommendations, "consideratio.should be given to establishing nampus by campus a

series of coherent options for broad learning experience among which students may

choose."81 The concern for general education is reiterated in subsequent volumes

of the Commission. The report on purposes and pert rmance lists as first among the

5
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ways in'which the campus can aid in the development of the students, assisting the,

student in "acq4ring a general understanding of society and the place of the

individual within it--this is the role of "general" education and it includes

contact with history and #th a nature of other cultures." Later on in the game

report the Commission calls for making available to students "more broad learning

experiences" and subsequently argues that higher education has,"a fundamental

.obligation -to preserve, transmit, and illuminate the wisdom of the past, to find,

preserve and analyze the recorda of the past..."82 The final report of the

Commission calls for a "renovation of general education" and the provision of

optional programs directed toward "broad learning experiences."83

And yet Jos ph-Axelrod and his colleagues, in discussing the failure of old

models of curriculUm, suggest that much of the confusion in the discussions pf

college curriculum "has risen out of the use of the terms breadth and depth." In

making thiicriticism, thay observe that the trends in curriculum since 1960 are

toward stressing more the structural than the substantive aspects of knowledge.

That is to say, the Tophasis,is,less upon "covering" the content of.A.particular
.

.,.:..

discipline and more op the precess by which one comprehends within the discipline.
T$, __J

They see a one of the signs of a trend a "return to the interdisciplinary course

Iand the r commendation on many campuses that means be discovered for'supporting such

courses." They argue for a unity and suggest that "liberation from the conceptual

trap of the breadth-depth framework can take place only as progress is made toward

the discovery of a workable principle ofunity for baccalaureate programa.',64 But

in reaching this unity, they say the distinction between general and specialized

studies, between liberal arts and profestiOnal education, between occupational and

transfer curqculd, are "false distinctions for today and certainly for tomorrow,

haweVer useful they might have been in some other world of the past:" Theyjind
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that new curriculuM models involve breaking the wall down between the curriculum

avl the world outside, however slowly that is happening:

In the new curriculum models,..community involvement is not a
part of the 7leracurriculum; it his been worked into the very
fabric of co se assignments. In urban institutions, the city
itself is used in a systematic way as an educational laboratory..'..
We have elsewhere. argued in some detail that courses built.on
such a principle ought to lead more directly to commonly accepted
long-range educational goals than courses that are primarily
book - centered and concept-oriented....In an ideal'Undergraduate

r curriculum, the great,issues that concern us all, but which
academic men rarely let creep into their courses, will become
the major focus. Such a curriculum 0ould emphasize the human
problems that exist in the community where the young people live,
and students would not be discouraged from going off-campus to
look' into such problems or even to engage jn actions affecting
them:85

But th hope for.an ideal program is far from being achieved. Referring to an7
/4

extens ve survey of baccal 'tureate requirements carried out by the U.S. Office of
f

Education, we find the writers noting that the survey shows that the dominant

pattern is to have one-fourth of the requirements for the baccalaureate in major-

field courses, about fifty percent in general education, and the remaining one-

fourth in elective courses. Courses leading to a Bachelor of Science degree rather

than the Bacheldr of Afts degree tend to have somewhat larger requirements in the

major subject and a reduction in the elective courses

Paul Dressel and Frances DeLisle examined the course offerings of 322

institutions. They found that tha prevailing pattern for general educatiori was to

designate betwden 31 and 40 percent of the total requirements for graduation as

general education courses.'
, Nearly 90 percent-of the colleges were found within the

range from 21 to 50 percent of the required courses. This was slightly higher than

in 1957,-when 82 percent of.the colleges'fefl within this range.. Within thegeneral

education requirements they found some slight variations over preVioui distrib-

-utions, but the median-percentage requirement for both Periods was 37 percent.

1
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This 37 percent could be broken down into 17 percent of the courses in the human-

ities, including English composition and speech, 10 percent in the ltuial,sciences

and mat tics and 10 percent in the social sciences".

Within the humanities almost 40 percent of the institutions were found to

haveispecific requirements in English composition, literature, foreign languages,

philosophy, and religion. The authors conclude that "there appears to be a

reduction in the requiros ement of specific courses balanced by an increase in general

.distrib tion.requirements so that the total requirement has remained unchanged.

With r gard.to the natural sciences, the observation is that:

moat college's and universities specify an undergraduate
requirement in the natural sciences. The colleges not
doipg so are these which do not prescribe courses or
credits in any area....The prevailing pattern is to require
from five to ten percent of the total credits to be selected
from the natural sciences. Usually about one -half of the
work is 'to be taken in a laboratory science, but some colleges
provide nonlaboratory courses and apparently accept theseas
fulfilling the requirement.88

In the social sciences over 90 percent of the colleges specify anundergraduate,

requirement /Within the requirement there seams to, be a continuation of the

traditional emphasis on the historical study of Western civilization. The writers

found that "there has been essentially no change'in the total requirements over

the 10.;year period among the institutions in the sample."87".
Dwight R. Ladd reviewed changes in educational policy that took place, during

the'1960s afeleveninstitutions--Uniwersity of California at Berkeley, the

University of New Hampshire, the University of Toronto, Swarthmore College, V

Wesleyan UniVereity, Michigan State University, Duke University, Brawn University,

Stanford University, Columbia.College,
and the University of California at Los

Angeles. He includes in the report of the study information about developments

in some other institutions as Well., With regard to general education, he obServes

57 4
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that programs in general education have traditionally emphasized one Or.another

_approach, either a structured program "made up of specially designed core courses

not defined to a single discipline" dr "a distribution or'breadth.requirement\__

. .

built largely on regular departmental course offerings."88 Among the institutions

he surveyed, he found that only Columbia and Michigan State had continued with

specially designed general education courses. Michigan State maintains a. sequence

of courses in the University College, the successor to the Basic College. The

other institutions in the sample that Ladd nod maintained sdme'form of

distribution requirements. New Hampshire and S nford combined a'requized course,

"Introduction to Contemporary Civilization"" sPecified the other requirements

under':s distribution plan. As Ladd describes it:

O 4 under the typical distribution reqUirement, theituden took
-a Certain number of courses in'the traditional divisioni"of

the curriculum- -the humanities, the social sciences, and the
4 natural sciences--plus a course in English'composition-and a

.foreign language. The makeup of the divisions, the number of
courses required, and othertdetails vary, but the foregoing
are characteristic of virtually all therequiremenis.8

In 'discussingthe implications of the development, Ladd notes that Daniel Bell

seems to be alone in proposing an increase in the general eduCation requirements.. ,

In the reports'from the'institutions that Ladd surveyed,, in all of the other Cases

except one, the report generally proposed a reduction in the number and range of

courses required.90

It is.interesting to observe that during 1973-74 dolumbia.had undertaken a

revision of the general education program, characterized as the "first reform of

its general-education curriculuM since 1919." The new structure apparently has

fewer specific requirements and a wider range of options. The structure as it is

emerging consists of a weekly seminar open to everyone in the university, the

intent of which, is "to evaluate past humanities courses and to discuss new

Y
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interdisciplinary ones that.would'imix...undergraduate and graduate students,"

together with a series of smaller seminars within the professional schools and

thirtten new interdisciplinary courses involving such topics as "The Use and

Abuse of Science and TechnolOgy."91

,'Within the distribution requirement structure the changes were so varied

that Ladd found it difficult to summarize them. He noted that Wesleyan-had

eliminated all requirements and left it up to the student to design his own

general education program. Be also noted that "several cases where the distrib.

ution requirements previously had to be met from lists.of prescribed courses in the

natural sciences, the social sciences and the humanities, it web (now) generally
. ,

propobed that any course is those areas be permitted to satisfy the requirement,

and...adVanced courses in a field would be permitted to berve the.purpose."92

Ladd reports that he amides in the studies of the eleven institutions a possible

loss of confidence in general education. He'states that the reports "indicated

considerable lack brconfidence that the general'education programs were very

well related to the needs and backgrounds of many contemporary students, and

they generally propoied arrangements that would give the student more opportunity

.to seek out courses that would more newly meet his perceiVed requirements. "93

In their survey of 26 institutions, including three that were revieweby

Ladd (Brown, Stanford, and Columbia), LeVine and Weingart areprepared to conclude

that general education has failed. They argue that with "an increasingtechnolog-

ical need,for greater specialization, general education is increasingly important
1

to provide a basis 'far common humanity among people," but they found'that "no

program examined, with the possibly exception of St. john's, succeededin providing

this type of general educition."94 They expressed lack of sympathy with the

general distribution approach,'because they, found the bridges that presumably

were to be built between the dtVisions of knowledge Were not being constructed.
,
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There *re few general edhcationists left. Scholarship forces
schola;s so far apart that they can no longer understand each
other Theseseople are'clearly unable to help their students
percefte the breadth of their endeavors,. Until this situation
is reversed through changes in graduate education and reward
systems, general education will remain as it is. Colleges can
begin to approach this problem by use of incentives in general
education efforts. Encouraging departments to move together
instead of further apart is imperative. Universities have
reached the point where professors in the same department do
-not have to associate with one another as noted by the prolif
eration of journals of different topics in the same field."

They examined the core courses, or as they characterize them "the common, broad,

interdisciplinary survey required oi all students" at Columbia, Eckerd, Reed and

Santa Cruz (Stevenson and Cowell Colleges). Their observation was that the team-

taught lecture generally suffered from a lack of cohesion, and that the larger the

group-of4particiPating faculty, the greater the difficulty in integrating the
'

e . f

lectures. They found that Justin Morrill College abandoned a common lecture in its
,

"Inquiry and Expression. Program," a team- taught program, after one year.

At least in the colleges they reviewed, they found that studentlreaction,to

- the distribution type of progrim was in the main one, of indifference. "Few students

at' any school felt that the distribution.forced them to take courses they ordinarily

would not have taken."96 AmOng the distribution, requirements in the 26 colleges,
1

studied, th found that the requirements in foreign languages had undergone the

least ,change':

All;ong different approaches to general education, Levine and Weingart found the

'freshman seminar to be "the most.popular, fastest-growing structure, in freshman

education." And they also found that faculty and student opinion of the freshman

seminars was generally positive.97 Nevertheless, four significant problems were

mentioneein all or most of the programs: "The courses above the freshMan level;

the instructor is norcongting the seminar but only a lecture course; the courses

lack content; and freshmen are often too shy to participate fully." They also found

a
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the persistent problem of "the faculty's lack of'interest, specially in rigidly

departmentalized colleges.and graduateoriented'universities."98

Among the special general education prograims reviewed by Levine and Weingart

were the Yale DireCted Studies, the Berkeley Experimental College Program, and

St. John's Four-Yehar Program. The common element of these programs wasAhat they

were intended for a self-selected group of students working-through a core format

which absorbed all or part of the partic

"unashaim:edly elitist" one that aimed to

the highest academic promise. Slightly,

approximately 220 students,lapplreachl

'Students with College Board scores bel

the program are specifically designed or the program and are open only'to.the
I

Directed Studies students.. ]n a critique of the courses, Yale found that the

students'in their work `receive great r faculty attention, a sense of community

results from the structure, and the rvey courses are viewed as being better than

ft`

pant's time. They found the Yale program

ccept only those students ao have shown
1

less than 20 'percent of the freshman class,

ear, and between 70 and 95 are admitted.

750 are rarely accepted. The courses in

those in the regular curriculum. Y the weakness mentioned was the lack of an

integrated approach.

The Experimental College Progr at Berkeley began in September 1965 and

4
after the end of academic year 1969 was discontinued. For each of the two cycles

of the prOgram, applications were received from 325 of the 4800 entering freshmen,
.

and 150 students were randomly selected. Students were required to take one'course

per semester outside'of the prograM, with two.-thirds to three-quarters of the

academic load taken within the Experimental College. The curriculum was divided

into four periods: Greece, Seventeenth Century England, The American Constitutional

Founding and The Contemporary Scene. Theme/oriented, the program such
A

ideas as freedom and authority, individual and'society, war and peace, conscious
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and the law, acceptance and.rebellion.'The program included lectures, seminars,, and

conferences.- Attrition in the program seemed to be fairly high; about 40 percent of

the students Aleft the program,'bgt some observed that this was the same as the

percentage of students in the regular program wha left the University. Those who
.4,

completed the program expressed some difficulty in making the transition from the

College-to the upper division of the University.99

Although the Berkeley Experiment died after a,few short years, it maybe

experiencing a reincarnation of sorts in Strawberry Creek College. Charles

Muscatine, with colleagues Sellers, Scott and Hubert and Start Dreyfus have

inaugurated a two-year program, the New Collegiate Seminar Program, is Strawberry

Creek College, named for
1
a streai that makes its way through the Berkeley campus.

As Fred Hechinger reports the development, "Utobtrusively housed in a primitive,

two -story wooden barracks of World War II vintage, the program is billed as an
A

attempt to 'open a new path to undergraduates aiming for high-quality liberal

education with a contemporary flavor.""a Initiallyt 72 freshmen and sophoMores

are participating in six seminars averaging 12 students each as, the basic activity.

The seminars continue for one or more quarters and are led bya full professor 1Who

is assiste&by a graduate student from a different field "in order to stress the

relevance.of more than one discipline to the partiCular topic. 11101 The results AA

each seminar are to be presented for review by all members of the college. Students

also enroll in some courses in regular departments. Throughout the two years of the

program students and teac*rs are to evaluate each other.

In reviewing the St: John's program, one of the longer-lived reforms in

general education, Levine. and Weingart found that the College'is Maintaining its

basic structure of seminars and tutorials and wholly prescribed curriculum. Pre-
,

ceptorials were added in 1962 and provide a nine *week period in which juniors and

seniors, with a tueOrp' can study one book or theme at a time and in depth, The
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weekly lecture also continues as a part of the original",program. The program has

been in operation since 1937.102

Anh-Heiss makes the general observation that "an. impressive number of

institutions have recently reorganized or are currently reorganizing their uriderr,

graduate curriculum. In most cases the change deals specifically with the general

education program /and/...generally, the reorgahization was preceeded by an

intensive institutional self-study .11103 Among the profiles presented, in addition

4Q the colleges noted in the previous two studies, there are references to the

University of Michigan; the University, of California at Los Angeles, Santa Barbara,

"Davis and Riverside; Shimer College, a college which in 1974 was fighting for its

life; Ottawa_College; Vassar; the University of Hawaii; Whittier; Hobart and

WilliamrSinitirCaleges; Saint Olaf College; Goshen College and Beloit College, both.

Which have been mentioned as "transformed" colleges; Oklahoma College of Liberal

Arta in Chickasha, the program of which by 1974 had already reverted to a more

traditidnal structure; Mafthattanville; Hiram College; Barat'College.

Itiis difficult to generalize from these profiles, because the range of

activities included under "changes in general, education" varies so much. For

example, the reference to changes in general education at the University gf

Michigan is to the Residential College; '!in':which diverse offerings replace the
.

liberal arts 'core of the traditional curriculum and students share responsibility

for the'ohatacter and quality of their academic'program." The Michigan-program

included "seminars, independent study on individual projects, Work-study integrated,.

with course work in thistudent's major, and a 'furlough semestee.during which a

'student,Maiywork on anything he ohoolies."104 And at Santa Barbara, the, profile.

refers to'the*creatiOn of the new unit,,the College. of Creative Studies, which

involvesa tOtal curriculum structure, not iimply,"that which might be referred to

as "genaraCeducition.'' On the other',handl,.at Berkeley, the change in, general

"
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education referstothe modification of the art survey courses which have been

reorganized into small units taught by senior professors. Perhaps the new develop-

ment is that senior professors are willing to take,the teaching assignments.

The revisions at Vassar involve providing three approaches to a baccalaureate:

an independent study program, a concentration in a discipline, and a multidisciplin-

:ary concentration., The specific changes in general education-relate primarily to

the second approach, the concentration in a discipline, the more traditional

collegiate degree program, where several variations are possible inthe general

requirements. Whittier has gone to a contract basis for all of its courses, but

the changes in general education appear to, limited to the first year of explore-.

tory course work. Beloit has introduced a Great Books course that focuses on great

issues and ideas of man, and at the upper division the College has provided a

seminar on "Contgmporary Issues.," Hbbart and Smith Colleges combine several

introduCiory courses, one or two bi-disciplinary courses, and a ftaiiman tutorial.

/
Menhattanville dropped distribdtion requirements and has moved tO a-student-designed

program of study. Hiram College in 1969 introduced an interdisciplinary studies

program, combined with a*ten-day Freshman Institute prior to the opening of the

School year. Barges efforts are in freshman studies program, although it is also

developing a senior -year integrative sequence.

What is,one to'infer from these reports? Perhaps general education is not

quite as moribund as Levine and Weingart suggest, but if there is any perceptible

trend it seems to be one of moving away from prescribed courses to general distribr

' ution requirements and from distribution requirements to individually designed or

contracted sequences. While there continue to be developed new integrated and new
. .

freshman and lower ,division sequences, the prevailing mood seems to be that of

allowing the student "to do his own thing" and to' build
.

1.fi8.Own.programm-albeit with

some guidance Within broad areas resembling distribution requirements.
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The total programs arlier'develbped by-the University of Chicago and

recommended for-Harvard a d ColuMbia seem to be less the norm and mdre the

exception. The Universi of Chicago, providing one, of the most extensive efforts

at developing a total sequence in general education (±our ,yew including the

equivalent of the last two years of high school and the.first two years of college),
c

oontihued for approximately a quarter of a century but underwent reorganiFation in

1057-58 when the major syst and a regular four-year baccalaureate program was

.

introduced. While maintaining a "'lower college" consisting of two years ofiaore or

less required common-core su jects, the university went on to develop an "upper"

college that included one ye :r specialization in any one of the four divisions and

a year of electives. The fir :t two. years,of the old college were dropped. The

program underwent further rev sion in the mid-1960s and while many of the earlier

interdisciplinary courses rema ned,, presently the structure at Chicago has

become more of a restricted di tribution sequence. The program recommended by the

Harvard Camiaittee was never fu\ly introduced, and by the mid-1960s an introduction

of an optional feature, left ve

Committee intact.

What is the status of.ge eral education in the mid-1970s? The Chronicle of

little of the recommendatiOns of the Harvard

Higher Education in November 1973 carried the headline "Student Demands for

'Practical' Education Are F rcing MajoroChanges in Curricula."105 The report

called attention to the 445 rently growing preference of students for "practical

education that can be put to use immediately" and'the demand for "short career-

occupational education, a c edential, and a job." Not only is student demand

causing institutions, accoring to the report, to offer more career oriented courses,

but it is encouraging the 'evelopment of various types of less than baccalaureate

_400*
sequences. Students may °r turn later for the A.B., but "a growing number are not

inclined to complete four ears of traditional college." And the force of such a

1
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developiment.iS to downgrade interest in general education type courses or

'sequences." The report detailed the growth of new specialties and new sequences.

A subsequent article in the Chronicle pointed up the iinpact of the "new

practicality" on the humanities, a basic element of any general education

sequence.
106

According to the reporter, students are "reportedly abandoning

theoretical, abstract, and purely academiC fields for those that relate 'directly

to jobs." Enrollments are down in- English and History and the foreign languages.

Some faculties are turning to "applied humanities," to the application opthe

kills of people in the humanities to interdisciplinary problems wherein the

umanist teams up with faculty in the more Applied fields to deal with immediate

issues from a humanistic viewpoint. Whether the combinations will gain support

a ng the general run of academicians remains to be Been. , ,

But the signs are far from being clear. Mile the evidence seems to be

mou ting that student orientation to, the practical and the applied are forcing a

ret eat from some of the more traditional modes of general education, Malcolm

44
ft4 Soul y finds in some places a resurgence of interest in those same modes. Awing

the examples he uses is Stanford University, where:,

a number of students have become frustrated by the lack of "r-

'requirements and long for the discipline of the program of ,.
general education. The.university has reinstated-an elective'
pro ram called 'structured liberal education:1107

And he goes on to quote Charles Frankel of Columbia University, Robert Nisbet of

the Universityof Arizona and others.to document the proposition that there is

emerging a conservative academic counterrevolution.

Nathan Glaser-refers to the "cridis of general education. u108 He sego, the

crisis in relation to one broad area of study, the social sciences, and the

difficulty of incorporating the social sciences into general eduCation. The

problem Glaser poses is not related to student disinterest but to the disinclination
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(or inability) of certain discipline& to address themselves to the -traditional

concerns of'general education. Over the years, even in the survey'or interdiscip-

,

linary apprbach to general education the social sciences have found the greatest

Alfficulty in accommodating to the general education emphasis on general under-

standing'and cultural heritage.

An evaluation .of student

of the College of Letters and

reactions to the Integrated Liberal Stud ies program

Science of he University of Wisconsin, Madison,

suggests that reasons students give-for dropping out of this two-year sequence of

prescribed courses reflects much of the same mood described in two of the Chronicle

articles above.'" SamuelKellams found a significant decrease_in the - persistence

rate in the program which was established in 1948. During the first 15 years of

its existence, an average of 55 percent of the freshmen enrolling iit-Integrated

Liberal udies completed four semesters of the program, while in X96-7 only about

I

-20 percent codeled thrOugh the four semesters.110 In questioning those who

dropped, he found that 53 percent complained about "intensity of focus," some 35

-
percent found the courses not appealing to their intetests, 23 percent found the

N.
course material (content and teaching) unexciting. Others called into question the

lack of flexibility, the lack of contact with other students in the university.

(Since students could give more than one reason, the percentages add to more than

100).

In his review of general education, Stanley Ikenberry finds the broader move-

ments in hiOer education in general having a decidempact on the form and future

of general education, "In very large part, the difficulties of general education

have come from it s sometimes valiant attempts to swim upstream against-the major

currents of society and against the dominant forces in American coigsges and

universitieselll The expansion in enrollments, the move to "universal" postsec-

ondary education. the diversity among ctudente, Owp:rnvath of prnfoc.04nn,..14-m .1nd
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specialization, and the diversity in views about the functions of higher education,

these and other developments work against the traditiOnal conceptions of general

education. And if general pAucation is to survive,says Ikenberry, there must be

a complete reformulation that talukt recognize the substantial changes that have

taken place in American higher education during recent decades." He calls for a ,

sweeping reexamination of the assumptions on which general education programs have

been built.

As Japes G. Rice of Stephens College (Missouri) observes the great variety of
4

activities currently lithe* "general educatio0' he asks "Is general education

going in all directions at once?"112 Indeed, with so much variation in application,

one may well ask whether the.term is useful any longer. Rice argues that in spite

of the apparent chaos there is some rhyme and Peening to it ail. .The many experi-
.

, ...

ments in general'education can be grouped under five broad catego.riemixing real-
.

life experiences with academic and campus eXpe4enbes; developing interdisciplinary

and probleirtered courses and program's; providing "primary experience";

emphasizing.independent work; and providing ways for expanding and heightening the

student's awareness of other persons, of the world and himself. The common theme
- . -.

in most of these approaches, says Rice, is that they "relate themselves to

personality -based learning theory and...they-tre seAchesfor a pedagogy consonant

with it."113 He goes on to argue that genei 1 education is very much alive and that.:'

the common core of undergraduate experience which we
call general education is now on many campuses being
sought not in a cocoon content, subject matter, body
of. knowledge, but in common experiences, iommort
problems common exposures-to reality and the larger
sbciety. il4

To his own earlier stated question, "General Education: Has Its Time Come Again?",
,

Rice answers with a, strong affitmative.

6,8?
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Other Deirelopments-.
*

We have 'examined .n greater length the developments in general education,.
, .

because concern for general education seemed to 'dominate so much of the thinking / ,

/during the 19406 and through much of the 1950s. While there were certainly othe7

aspects of elecurridulum that were under study and that were changed during t

period,,how to de7ielop more effective geiteral programs was a r, theme

1.t seems to remain;, in various forms, as a concern it tile 1970s.

/o some of the other developments. While'we cannot deawith them in th sane

/h as we haye attempted to treat general education, and while we shall'pot i

. Y,
/

.

t tojprovide an exhaustive listing, we shall give attention to some the .
/ ,

e frequently noted developments. . /

1 //'Conceptratton or Org...Along with the examination of general ucation, or

common aspects of du ulum,, there has been a continuing concert about the

e and extent of the apecialized area, the concentration or ma3or. ,While Lowell

t .of sympathy with the-free elective s54tem fostered by his predecessor,

s W..,Eliot,.he did not'during his own7administration attempt to go back to a .

wholl prescribed curriculum. As.ve.have already noted, he announced that Harvard

was c itiing the genetal education'and concentrated studies in a fairly well

defkne4 undeigraduate,. sequence. At the same time David Starr Jordon in California

/was encimraging the development of the major...minor system at Stanford. During the

0th century most undergraduate colleges have adopted a combination of breadth and

depth, v4riations on the general education and major or concentration system.
,

In their review of sievelopments between 1955 and 1967 in the tandoori sample of

322instiutions, Paul Dressel and1rances DeLisle found that the Amy in which

undergraduate colleges organized the "deith,experience" varied considerably.
\

AproxiMately485 percent of the institutions reviewed called for some type ek
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concentration forw"putsuing. a discigine or program of special interest to insur
._ ...

, .

under ding',1 ang in depth in at least one area of man's knowledge. "115 The most
. ,

.
ifrequent pattern was that of the departmental major.' Approximately one- fourth of

the institutions in the sample specified a departmental major without any
.

to a minor or secondary emphasis, and Over half indicaped the departdentalmajor
,

with a minor or secondary emphasis. Barely over two percent specified to inter.
/ k I i

departmental, divisional, alieatior theme ty0 of:concentration. Between..1957 aad
.

- .

.
1.96 the emphasis upon the departmental major without minor or secondary emphasis

ncreased from 18.9 percent of the institutions to 24.8 of the institutions.,/ 'The

specification of a departmental major with a minor or secondary, emphasis decreased.

/ .during this period of time from 62.4 percent of the institutions to56.2 ercent.

During the same period of time the number of institutions indicating

requirements for a major or concentration increased from 15.5 percent tab 16.8

percent .116

Within the arts and humanities the number of credit houraspeci/. ied.for the

major or concentration increased slightly. Both in 1957 and 1967 he modal require.

ment-was24 to 32 credits or eight courses, but 45.3 percent' of t e institutions

specified that type of concentration in 1957 andfonly 39.1 percent specified it in

1967. Moreover, in 1954 nearly two.thid; of the institutions required 24 to 32

credits, or-less, while in 1967 only 53.7 percent specified 24 to 32 hours or*less.

That means that a higher proportion were specifying more than 24 to 32 credits in

1967 than was the case in 1957.

In the natural sciences there was a similar change, but perhaps not as striking.

.The sciences in both periods specified more hours for a major or concentration than

was the case for the arts. 'In both periods the modal pattern was 24 to 32 credits;'

in"1957 some 38.5 percent of the institutions made this specification, but by 1967

the percentage had decreased to 33.9 percent. Likewise. in 1957 just over one -half
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of the institutions specified between 24 and 32 c edits, or less, for a major in

the sciences; in 1961 this.proportion'had gone down o 46.9 percent. In other

words, more than half of.the.institutions required more than 24to 32 credits for

a' major in the sciences in 1967. Dressel and DeLisle note that "though prevailing

practices can be identlefied; the course and credit requirements for a major
.

concentration vary widely and. are difficult to interpret or. compare because of

different concepts of what constitutes a, 11maJor." And thus while the broad outlines

Can be drawn, it is diffiCult to generalize beyond Whet we have noted above.

In the 26 institutions examined by Levine and Weingart, .$.t was found that the

emphasis continues to be upon the departmental'majors or concentrations. They

-a notedo however, that departments in the social sciences, humanities, and arts have
. . .

lessened the requirements somewhat, " that only one-fourth to one-third of a

student's courses must be in his .jor, and have reduced the number of specific

requirements to as few as one two common courses.417 They found that the'

departments in the natural sciences have maintained a large number of required

courses in the major sequence. .It is somewhat difficult to interpret the findings

of Levine and Weingart, since in the review by Dressel and DeLisle, it appears that

the humanities and arts had actually increased their requirements for a major during
.00

1957-1967, while Levine and Weingart suggest a decrease in the requirements. The

samples of institutions differ in the two studies.

Levine and Weingart make note of several variations of the departmental Major.

At Bard College freshmen may seledt a "trial major" to provide some degree of

doncentratiofi early in the student's career. the "success" of thprogram seems,

however, to be questionable. The writers also found a,few schools that have

provided double or joint majors; Santa Cruz and Haverford are singled out, but in

both institutions considerably less than 10 percent of the students undertake joint

71
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.

or double majors. Another variation was the interdepartmental major, but the .

writers found this.oPtion 4mployed in a limited number of cases. In nine of the

26 institutions there were "student- created" majors in which. students Ware allOwed

to write a proposal for a oncentraiion, describing the courses.and independent

study combinations planliecil. Approval of the'major "usually involves consultation
,

with a number of people -- advisees, department chairman, and prospective teachers"

and in spite of the fact that most of the plans submitted by the students were
.

.

accepted, relatively few dstudents made use of the option. Three of the-26 schools-i-

St, John's, Sarah Un:irence inaNew College--did notspetify a concentration orimaJdr.

Among the institutions Ladd studied, he found that all of the institutions

required a major or concentration, and relatively little had been done in thevay

of reviewing this area of the curriculud in the se'f- studies undertaken by the
i

colleges. Ladd suggests that "this appears to be forbidden territory"for college,
1, -

or university committees, and Vigilantly guarded turf of the departments. 1,118 He

ests that students and fatuities generally were able to influence very little

the content of the typical departmental major. Only Michigan State University and
. . .-, ..

1Brown examined,in thei self- studies the content and scope of majors. 'TheHMichigan

State study suggested reduction in the total number of majors and Brown proposed
Ille, w

more opportunity for tudent.designed majors. Ladd's generalization is:, "In sum,

then,,the major or oo centration remains g fdtal point in undergraduate education..

pince few of these reports really diacuss the matter, there fiagapparently never

any question but'tha it should sO remain. A few reports did delve into the basic
f 47,r

> ' ,

nature of th.e major, but none included any serious analysts of what an undergraduate

program might be without a major."119

"

The review by Ann Heissldoes not attempt to summarize, the current status of

.-

departmental majors or concentration but rather, points up those cases in which some

h-rvn haat) int-cruitirnd c 111Thno

(
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Within:the past several.years manS, collegetiand universities.
have introduced structural changes to try to make academic
institutions more functional and relevant to the social context
in which they 'operate. ;These changes include the formulation
of interdisciplinary centers, .intradepartmental units; planning
or coordinating committees or c9mmissions, and information and
referral offices that make the resources of the' institution
available to indtistry and government service agencies, or act
as ombudsman for the caMious'commumity.10

Reference is made'to the introduction.of-human resources, community service and

public affairs type of curricula.. Along the institutions'nOted are: The College of'

Human Resources and Education at the University of West Virginia; The Wallace School

of Community Service and Ptiblic Affairs at the'University of Oregon; The College of

Environmental Design at the University of California at Berkeley; The College of

Human Development at the'Pennsylvania State University; The College of Human Ecology
. .

at Cornell University; The Institute for Human Services at Boston College; The

'Divi-sion Of General and interdisciplinary Studies at the University .of Washington;
.

The- division
. for Experimental and MUltjAisciplinar4tPrpgra6s at the University of

%. .
.

Hawaii. Referencd'is also made t9.the Collegiate System at the State University of
..

,,
.s - ,

New York at Buffal0*,:which,is a series of small living-learning units and special

workshops designed_to undertake, programs that single departments had not been able
-,, " ,

. -

, to sustain: . . _.

. - '. , ..

..,

-In their discussion of "Alteinatiire t9,Departments,".1.evine and Veingart 'found

anumber of examples of what they called '"extradipartOgntel programs and broader
-

faculty organization." Bard has used divisiOns as the_major structural units.

Eckerd and New Coll'ege also started with an emphasis on divisions, and Reed uses
., . .

divisions for' administering course offeringst In addition,*the Universitys of

Catitbrnia'at Santa Crui, the University Of Wisconsin at Green Bay and Prescott.

College had developed interdisciplinary Istruotures"to avoiddepartaiental

domination."
In Bard, Eckerd, New College and Reed the divisions, however,

7
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apparently had little impact upon the development of interdepartmental Concentra-

tions. Santa Cruz was satisfied with the diviiional arrangement, although it found

the.interdisciplinary structure something of a barrier in seeking new faculty. The

- Prescott structure seemed to remain viable, although some studentScomplained that

. programa and offerings were "either too-diverse ozT4too broad." Green Bay appears

to have been successful In maintaining its structure, although Levine an Weiagart-

..suggest that even Prescott, Santa Cruz and Green 'Bay have not been "completely

successful in establishing an interdisciplinary structure. "121

While there have been shifts in credit hour requirements for majors -- mostly

minor, in character- -and while there have bgen some attempts to develop alternatives

to the:departmental structure-- still on a limited scale in comparison to the

prevailing structure -the mid-1970s have been characterized in perhaps greater.

Measure with shifts in,enrollments and emphases among academic departments. Issues

of the Chronicle-of Higher Education for the last few yearscprovide partial

documentation for, these shifts, Undergraduate enrollmehts,in history courses have

dropped by 12,6 percent between 1920-71 and 1973-74. Faint comfort was derived

by some observers in that decreases in New England and the South were Of a.smaller

Order than elsewhere. 122' Yet while enrollments in history generally were declining,

medieval studies Were experiencing a boom of sorts,, In 1960 there were two centers

of medieval studies at universities in North America, but by early 1974 there were

more than 40, and many colleges-from Yale to Swarthmore to Central Missouri State-is.

were reporting steady increases inlboth graduate and undergraduate enrollments.123
1

Foreign language departments have experienced even more rapid declines. One

recent survey reported a 10 percent decline between 1970 ind0072,124 The basic

'''reason forth, decline appears io be the moveon the part of may institutions to

diop foreign languages
as-a,graduationrequirement-idown fram.92 percent of the

74
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institutions in 1966 to 77;p cent in 197Q, and continuing to decline somewhat. On

the other hand, "exotic" la uages such as Chinese, Hebrew, Japanese and Swahili

have had increased enrollmen s. Una* departments are in some institutions

seeking to recover enrolimen 8 by develliPing courses that emphasize
1
the uses of

nt and trave1.125foreign language In famploym

'Psychology faces thelo posite sit aiion. Enrollments havebeen increasing

dramatically, and it is es ied that from 5 to tperdent of college students in

the United States are majo ng in psycilhology.126 Within the fields of. psychology,

students apparently favor clinical over experimentalCOncentrations. With the high

enrollments in the field, some observers are questioning whether this is all to the

good. it is noted that all too many persons with an undergraduate degree in
.12

psychology "wind up taking jobs thni have nothing whatever to do with the subject."
'tt 5'"

5 .Sociology departments, ergo experiencing.increased enrollments, are reexamining the

functions of their degree programs, - particularly at the graduate level. One

sociologist, Paul Litz rsfeld, advocates more programs in applied sociology, because

sociologists have had trouble in bridging the gap between finding data and knowing

what to do about them.128
Some political scientists have also been calling for

more "relevance" in their course work:

Peace Studies have proliferated. The study of politIca#.
establ shments is nOw'balanced by courses on less tradftional
topics 'Students no longer learn all their political' sCience
in cla srooms, but often earn credit by working in,government
offic 8.129

The.social,aciences generally seem fo be, experiencing growths in enrollments and

are at the same time reassessing programs-and sequences.

Enrollments in physics are reported to be declining. Chemistry faces both

/boom and shortages. Enrollment has been growing at the undergraduate level-

probably aided by the dramatic increases in pre-medicine and Other health.soience

1
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programsivhile enrollments in graduate programs have declineCsharply.130 For the
...

..

natural sciences generally, some observers.forsee.new programi.and increased,.

enrollments as the Impact of,thd energy crisis iaifelt;. "energy studies" will,

become one of the new glamour'fields.I31.

The last'few paragraphs have touched only. lightly afia fionselectively on shifts

W''in enrollments and emphases among adademic,Oepartments. The resulting picture is
.

. .
. .

.. , .
... .

. .

'far from clear if one seeks some firm basIa for projecting developments in- the
. :

. .

., , ,

next five to ten years, bUtiwhat dies emergels an apparent responsiiNness by most
_

departments to new -65.7e1opments, in the academic market. Perhaps'it Is in the

\
'adjustments Or lack, of adjustment) among academia departments taat.sOme of the

. .

most,significant curricular chaoges will take'Place'In thenext.decacies

New' 'Fields 'for Concenttation.-4 addition to various inteidepartMentarand
. . -

.
,

. .
.

.
.

. . , .
,, - ,. ,

. .

intet4scipIinaty concentrations, a number of tew types of S..0 es.bsve emerged.
, .

. . .

Ueissnote/3 thefollowiag: ethfiic-atndiea) black studies,:environmepialstudia,
. . , _

.

,
on U

jers-Ntt

etn Udi

. .,.,,

wo.
.

m
.

.e.,

.

s
.

d dies ,. .f u i

..ut
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.,,

a i.
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.,

,

..

by scien ce,enc-.-

,

e.

.

,

arMs'eontr61
-
and

-

foreign ibliey,'pence ettiOiga; thamanaggie# fit Change,.forenstF
f.-

-,..: -,...--.. '-;1 .
.

'sciefice;,:aiiig aaa 'alcoAol: add.ictiii0i',. **I; In igeeflitine. ' Silii -.notes. `that approx; .4 :

.
.

'imately iviewthitai3Of-tiO,6641140,0 Pp4.ii4treraitlea int the country lipe.4.41tFodne,0

programs in ethniOdstd4,0*, iteLfoilna i4:ovex,40P

Urban and evittipmeptil_stddiea Are aWarently..gidwing rapidly. More than 100

-colleges spa unil.fereit4SOfferCoutsis it the,f4e;d-cif fUtilrieqps, courses. '. -y, .cone ed,',with, planning' and.'fbredaating; .
.. . . ':',.:':: ..

. .
. . ,

, . ,,.
. kt

a, ,

,

J(*11,di'dier4 1.:11 h study undertake); by ,the American Council on Education and
. .

. -

, . ,, ,.

based en.reiponiek.tXte 669 ifidtitutions'in the spring of
0
/973, found 57.1 pereenpercent,

. . .....

,

of the insiitiitions reporting interdepartment or interdisciplinary courses with 94

p6cenf,of the prtvate universities reporting this type of prograd. le.also found:
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that 44.7 percent reported ethnic studies, 14.6 percent reported women's stucliP4
.

- 18.4'percent raParted off -caipusstudiesin special-Ameriemn'sub...aultures.1-32
.

. ..,. - s. ..

..-

The literature on'ethnia-studies has become voluminous, and we have

.

intention of attempting aasess'ihe impact of such studies on the American college
,

:campus. lie Simply note in.passiUg some cdmments that have apPeared'in recent

4Ublications. The Chronicle of Higher Iftcation devoted an issue :in 1y, 1572 to ...

'HigheiIdUcation and the Black Ameridan.'''john-CrowlAs article .in that issue

aumMarized developments to that date. Ain Heiss' lmventory, notedthatsame 400.
A

institutions included black studies in the, curriculum. drawl reports that 200
. .

institutions had some sort of black studies prodam and another 400 offered courses

inblack history.br'cultate.,133 He 'listed aimong the difficulties encounteted by
,

the programs:' many of,the Mori politically oriented black students criticize' the ;: _

programs for being too academic; some black ed6cators consider the programs poorly

conceived and platned;.iany.programs have received only grudging acceptance e-

white academic circles; some admitistrators,say there is a lack of qualified faculty

membersithe'Pragrama May constittte,the only black presence on white campuses;

some programas especially those established.with outside funds, face cutbacks in

Yet, with all of the problems; bladk studies programa seem to have gained

enough acceptance to be able to adticipate continuance atmost major institutions.

Indeed, i new sub-field called "black politics" appears to be developing within

'political Science. 134 A study condUata in.1972 and involving interviews with 209

'sociologists from a representativegroup of 70 colleges and universities in the

United,States explored patterns of response to the black studies, movement.L.?J Four
1,

basic paqerns are described-embracement, antagonismoaccommodation, and withdrawal-
,

ordropout.' Among'the 209, some 28 percent were'characterized as embracers, 22

*-
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percent as antagonists, 30 percent as accothmodatars,,and 20 percent as dropouts. .
.

As the author notes;, "The finding that ypung saci610gists, blacks, and perhaps -.

110
women were more fa drably disposed toward black studies might have been expected.

The emergence'of white ethnic studies has been qbserved as the latest addition,

to the list of special-interest group studies that Began' with black studies in the

(\'. _

late 1960s.137 The new programs are variousi0a0eied "Euro-Amrican," "imthigrantl"

or "white ethnic" StUdies, and they deal with the experiences in America of

European immigrants. In New York severs' Italian- American projects are in ev5.dence.

The University of Minnesota has established an Immegration Studies Collection.

Sonoma State College in California has courses in Euro-American studies. There is

a growing number of courses under the title of "Jewish Studies." Not all observers

are predicting significant growth in these areas. Norman Lederer, director of the
4

University of Wisconsin system's Ethnic and Minoripy Studies Center sees a

"relatively' drab'' future for white ethnic studies.

Admen's studies seem tobe growing in number and variety. One reporter notes

a growth from a "handful" of courses in the late 1960s to an estimated, 2,000 such

courses offered in 1973-74, studies that examine the "roles, contributions, and-

treatiient of'women."133 Courses range from those based in a single discipline,

such as the history or psychology of women, to broad, interdisciplinary courses

el'camiting.women's status. Some 75 programs, as distinct from the offering of one

or more discrete courses, have been established in the laSt three years,,and four

universities were Tepbrted during 1973 -74 to be offering master's degrees in

women's studies.

C8101tyariationk.e.41hile over the years there ha4 been some shifting

between the quarter and semester calendars, the semester structure (two semesters

of fifteen to seventeen weeks per academic year) provided the typical college
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calendar during he first'half of the 20th century. Then, in the early 1960s, with
a

the introductio or perhaps it was reintroduction, of the intersession, a variety

-of new types college calendars emerged. In her review of the current status,

Ann Heiss gi s,examples of the intersession with the four-one-four format (two

terme of semester- length, during which stUdents enroll in four courses, and an

intersessio of approximately one month with enrollment in one course), the three-
,

three stru ture (students enroll in three courses during each of three qnarter-, ,-

, .

-

length terms of ten to twelve weeks), the modular course plan,(students enroll in
. ,

.
.

onene course threetafour week bIoCks of time), the varied semester-length
I

calendar, Imo le calendars (students may begin at almost any time during the year), .

' / 4
presessto s and postsessions.139 While the demester plan apparently continues to

' .

,predond te, t is by far less of a margin than was the case before the new plans.
..--,

.

were ado fixed. ,

,Amying the newer calendars, one of the more popular is,the four- one -four with
1

the intersession. 'Over 500 colleges and universities have introduced samekind of

January intersession, although not all of the colleges have adopted the four..course

pattern for each of'the longer sessiqns. The university of Denver, for example,
,

is ma ntaining a quarter calendar but has introduced a three-week period in

December as an intersession. ,Other institutions have maintained the semester

EpliC ure with courses of varying credit -hour designations, while still employing

the i tersession.. While iennington and Sarah Lawrence Collnges had incorporated

an interim and off*Campus unit in their calendars in the 1920s$ the great interest
4

in t e four-one-four developed in the early 1960s with the efforts of Florida

Presbyterian'Colieg7,'naw Eckerd College. Indeed, the program is popular enough

to/havegenerated a professional association known as the Four -One -Four Conference

and which publishes an Interim Digest and an annual catalog listing the interim
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courses of member constitutions. Florida Presbyterian College has.reportedfrOm its

studies that the interim encourages a more relaxed approach to learning, that

students apparently perform better -at least they earn higher grades and fewer of
4111,

them fail courses. Jack Rossmann of Macalester College reports on some of the

research undertaken at that institution.140 At Macalester the grading is on a

satisfactory - unsatisfactory basis only, and courses offered during the interim are

10'

different from those offered during the regular term, and students may undertake

independent and off- campus study projects. Over the years, Macalester has noticed

a significant decrease in the percent of students enrolling in on- campus,

faculty- directed group courses, an increase,in the off- campus independent study
ti

and off-campus4 faculty-directed group courses. On-Campus independent study has

"reMained fairly stable. Approximately 40 percent of the students took courses

outside of their'major area, although students majoring in the fine arts enrolled
t

predominately in fine arts courses during the interim. Over the years approximately

three-quarters of the students have rated the interim term-as "extremely rewarding"
-7118W

Or "more than usually rewarding." Rossmann finds that the interim course has also

influenced some,of the general uni4ersity,policies, including the expansion of the

satisfactory-unsatisfactory grading system, the reduction of general institutional

(requirements, and the introduction of new prodedures in regular term courses.

' James Davis reviews some of the reasons for calendar changes.141 He suggests ,
i

.

r
I that the major focus of the four-one-four calendar is upon the single'term and it

.
. ,

.

[ .

is probably the interim that accounts for its popularity; the one month period and
I

.

one course unit provide opportunities for experimentation not found in the regular

term. The trimester, three semester-length terms, has been identified with the

UniVersity of Pittsburgh, the University of Michigan and Harper College, although

a number of other inst4tutlons have adopted this variation. In many
7
of theother
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institutions the =toner trimester becomes,in effect two or three shorter term units.

Colorado College has been identified with:the modular course planL^although its
A

pro4ram is a variation of the calendar of Hiram and Ureka Colleges,.. and of which

sole variations have taken place over the years, Colorado College uses the basic

unit of three-and a-half weeks, of study followed by a four-and-ai-half day break.

- ,Another way of looking at the college academic calendar is to-place it within
p

the broader context of the organization of instruction: Kuhns and MartOrana refer,

to four organizational modes: (1) concurrent courses, (2) time,modules, (3) academic

_modules, and (4) competency. 142 The advantage of employing their perspective is that

it enables one to examine calendar variations in terms of the broader and more

fundamental issues residing in the instructional process, and_as the writers suggest,

such an analysis "may offer the possibility of an_educational systhesis which is

more holistic for the individual student than the curreiat discipline-based

organization of knowledge."143

Procedural Changes.-,-One may include it this category a wide variety ofciet
V

programming elements including new grading systems, variations on advisini, develop-

,'ment of contract and performance-based courses, various types of off-caulus programs,

honors'programs, and the like.

In their review of 26 colleges, Levine and Weingart found that one of the major

problems ifi.any variaAon in grading systemp was the reaction of graduate schools.

Non-trkditional grading patterns generally met with problems, traditional grades

were readily accepted by the graduate schools.

At the twenty sample schools, with four explainable exceptions,
a cleat pattern was observed: traditional grades accompanied
by no graduate schoordifficulties, or non-traditional grades
accompanied by graduate school,difficulties....The problems .°

created by graduate schools offer little promise of prompt
resolution'. Even at those universities with non-traditional
grading systems at the undergraduate leVel, many administrators
and faculty refuse to change admissions policies at their own
graduate and professional schools. The UniVbrsity of Michigan

AP.
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Medicat school, for example, will not accept written evaluations
from the Residential College; the Law School& in contrast, will
accept the evaluations but will not promiA to read them.
kmilaily, many graduate departments'At'BroWn will not consider
piss/fail-graded 'Brown students.144

. .

The writes contended what letter and numerical grades, presumably-more objbctive,

were not so, commenting that "our study does not ubstantiate the cNectivity

usually attributed to etter and numerical grades." Ten of the 26 schools iA their

review used Writte evaluations, but iiroblems involvdd in these included length of

time required for kiting "good" evaluations, poorly dedIgned evaluation.forms, lack

of commitment on the part of the faculty to produce adequate descriptions. Oral

examinations were used in a limited number of cases. Some colleges used covert

gradihg, letter-graded systems employed only for external-use and variations of. the

pass/fail and Credit/no credit systems. No one of the systems was without diffi-

culty, although the writers leaned toward some type of written valuation.

In the review undertaken by Ladd, all of the colleges and un versities employed
s

a more or less standard letter grade system. While there was agreemenet

grading'creates fears and anxiety and that any system appeared to be "deceptively

refined" and,"inadequate in the dimensions of work that it measures and the amount

of information about progress that it provides," all of the Studies he reviewed

accepted the necessity for tame kind of evaluation an4kwith few exceptions retained

;the traditional system. Swarthmore and Brown proposed written comments, and Brown

and Stanford introduced a totals "pass-erase system."145

Heiss found that approximately two-thirds of the nation's colleges and

13

universities had introduced some variation of a pass-fail system. Some eight

percenof the colleges were reported as.not recording failing grades, and

approxithately 70 percent of the institutions restricted the number of pass - fail.

.
courses open to a student to one-fifth of the prograip or to one course per term.
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Others limited' the option to,Courses outdide -of the stu4Rnes major. Other

variations in grading included the "cumulative. portfolio" in which written comments

by instructors, statements by students and samples of work were combined in a

//
comprehensive review of student progrgsjj A number of colleges had also Introduced

outside, examiners, particularly in
912

invblving off-campus and external,.
%

lbgree prog4ams.
6

. A survey of the acceptance of geadds at 350 undergraduate institutions, 200.,

graduate schools, 50 law schools and 50-medical schools revealed that the traditidnal

A-o-F grading system is favoredby most undergraduate institutions as well as by

graduate and professional schools.146 It appearthat the more nontraditional grades'

.15

that a student has on his record, the more problems he faces in transferring to

other colleges or gaining admission to professional study. Undergraduate instit-
' .-

utions are more open to nontraditional grading systems than are graduate and .

pxotessional schools. Yet, as Harold HOdgkinson has observed, the pass-fail optin
/

4. , .,'seems tobe on the increase.147
/

. -

Barbara von Wittich. gathered date' on 1,33/1 Iowa State Ilniverdity, ,Students

i

..

.4
- -enrolled ineleMentary foaeign-ianguage courses during the spring,oplarter, 1970, in

- i .4

order to determine if there were any differences in performance between students
.

I
enrolled under a pass -fail system and those enrolled for conventional grades.

instructors were not aware which students were enrolled under pass -fail, they

, (Novi ea letter widesIfor all students, and it was possible, using the letter grade 1

.N'...-

-,as the.criterion, toetompare performance of the two groups. 'Just over o e third'of,..
.

4 f 0 / .
.

.

\_.../the students enolled under pas fail.' When compared with other stud- in ts he.
.

....

,

.,..c,

language classes, when compared'with theii performance in other su' eats taken

under the letter-grade system, and' when coipapd in other pasp til,vs. letter-grade
. .,

1
i /t,,

course enrollments, students enrolled for pass-fail generally ertormed at lower

6
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levels in those pass-fail courses. The .niter concluded that any subjects involving

4-
cumulative lea / ng should not be offered underpass-fail "if good results .and

adequate progressare expected."148
,

Anot er'area in which considerable alintion is'being focused Is that of

Here too the wholly adequate system is yet to be foun Levine and

Wei art found in their sample of instig'tiona that there continues to be, a fairly

1",:,

advisi

r division between "the affective and cognitive components of learning" and

most universit counseling programs separate the academie and personal advising.
,

Yet, most faculty, students and administrators interviewed by the two writers .

judged the advising to be poor. Indeed, they judged that as)any as.three-fifths
0

of the students in the schools "chose not to see their adviser, and a significant

number of nts indicated itqtead a preference for-66Eaining advice from
,

administrdiors, faculty and studett frien0s."149 Generally little incenA7 wasrr

9ffered to faculty members for adviding; the role of the adviser was ill- defined.
i

TheY,concluded!that vithithe exception of (lie institution, the advising systems

were "grossly inadequate." Perhaps the key to the inadequate advising, ac6oraing

to Levine and Weingart, is'that "faculty are rewarded
4
largely for research And

I

.
. .

.

) 150: ,
tehdhing in/their specialty, sd that their inter ts necessarily exclude advising."

..
,*iations in a4vising.noted by Levine and Weingart werethe use of student

advisers atvBrown and Justin Morrill Colleges. At. three. trtutiona the freshman-
4

sellinar instructors served as freshman adviserlk. One college had introduced a

tookgroup advising session called "Freshman Inquiry.",. The sessio took place.toward .
.

1

. . .

the' end the freshman year 44d the freshmen were

hundred-wordtssay for the I4quiiy regarding their

required to prepare.a fifteen\

current intellectual position .

and their pl ,

an for a future course of stdy: Most of the faculty and,students -

..
,--,

$ .., .
, /

involved, in the pro ram found it helpful.

8 4
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In his review,-Ladd contended that the-core of the academic advising p blem

lay in the "large size and the routinfzation,andsuperficiality of relationships
0.- ef

which seem to accompany it" in the typical American university. All of the systems

he-veviewed had in common the intent "to provilk students with information About.

/courses and programs availa e and requirementb to be met." He also found a type

of "pbliefng" involved in that the advisees were to make sure that the student

.

complet0 the kinds of requirements the institution had established. These Systems

were also to "insure that each student had a faculty member to whom he could go for

advice about courses,,pAgram selection, or career choices (and at least as students

I

generally see it) to whom he could talk in an info fashion."151 All of the

institutional studies noted that advising was.: ". or problem and that glpandlarge

faculty members simply did not accept or like the advising jog:

Few faculty members carepto see themplves as a cog in the,
bureaucratic machinery- -as mere initialers ofstudent course

.

schedules and as policemen. Most faculty members also have
a real and undoubtedly healthy reluctance toward becoming
involved with student's emotional grobrems....A second problem
concerns the amount of time \that advising can covsume....A
further problem has, in a sense; been created_by changes '

recommended in the studies...moves toward greeter freedom foi
students involve a responsibility to ensure that ,'students who/
wish it have ready access to sound advice....gaculty advisers
frequently do not know enough about courses and programs
available or about requirements to give students good' advice
even if they wanted.to takethe necessary timb....Thus the
advising system tends to fail both as a channel okinformation
and as a basis for sigtificant contact/between students and
faculty metbers.152

14Add was of the opini that the information functions could probably be better met

by more timely, clear d informatiire descriptions of courses, programs and require.

megta. He also auggested eed for developing an'ady
..'asing core, but he immedi

,

/ . ately'recognized the difficulty
i
of securing faculty, commitment even at this level.

'1

*
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In the material reviewed by Ann Hats, there appeared to- be some move toward.

making advising "as important for faculty as is'the classroom teaching role."153
..

Examplis-singled ou'were the University af California-at Irvine, Ottawa,University

and Evergreen State College as well as California State University at San Jose.

Chatham College in Pittsburgh has developed a broad range advising system in which

each student is assignedto,Ein adviser who is to assist in defining goals, selecting

theconpext within which the goals may be realized and to as in interpreting.

'student's test results to the individual. ,Advising'for fre.hmen ,begins,aweek

and at the(end of the second semestervone 16eek is designated as

advising week. As another variation, a number of institutions have.established the

4.
office of ombudsman, and "as a disinterested intermediary, the ombudsman can take

,

before classes

a student's

him."154

a oampus,

As la

o % .

all, or even a majority of the current deveppments in curriculum among colleges
; i or %," .. ..

.and unive sities in North AmOriica. 4Cdthei, we have pointed to those developments

which would seem most to relate to undergraduate and particullrly the smaller

tor those who`-wish to explore some of the developments. in

. greater depths; OaAtfyences in'the Notes
,. . . .

would refer to An Heiss' Invent
%

.-Planning tibia-Traditional Programs.155

.in the last-named volume is particula y helpful._

complaint or concerns to the appropriate oface without implicating
-5

Heise suggests that the role of the ombudsman can be verY important on

.
.

. .

especia4r in the early stages of policy//decisions.

'Epilogue

- f ,have alreadyaoted, we have not intended teat't4s review will r.eflect,,,
a

undergraduate colleges.

In ,articular we'-

d,PatticiaCross'

ography,by.William Mahler

, 86
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We have'not referred to Canadian sources, although we surely should have noted
I.

develdPments at York University, opened in 1959 and't; the multivolume report on .$

'educatiion in Ontario, Ontario's Educative Society. 156 Reginald Edwards refers VI/

the extent to which education in Canada has been, since .the establishment of the

nation in 1867, a provincial concern and that since 1960.each province "has been

forced to make plans for dealing with its one or more universities" and.that

presently, all proVinces except Saskatchewan and Newfoundland have a University

,Gradts Commission or equivalent.157 But Claude Bissell writes that until the early

1960s the.provinces gave little serious attention to education:

Theigovernment in the Maritime Provinces left the development of
higher education largely in the hands of sectarian interests. In
Quebec,'the Roman Catholic church dominated the scene, with the
exception of.McGill....In Ontario, the University of Toronto
enjoyed a somewhat shadowy primacy as a.provincial university, end
the other institutions relied largely on Aurch and benefactions.
In the west, the universities were thi closest approximation to,the
land-grant institutions in the United States.158

He goes on to argue that, to speak of systems of higher education in Canada is to

refer'to developments, in the last 10 years. Fleming describes, the developments in

each of th% universities in Ontario, and his review lends substanCe to the view that

many.of the changes in the university curriculum have .seen effedted..since the early

1960s.159 Many. of the changes initolve new degree sequences anti the expansion or

interdisciplinary work. The emphasis of the university, furthermore, remains.

primarily, that of "the preservation,,transmission and increase of knarletge."16°

Roles encompassed in the "i8ultiversityibin the United States are reflected in

different post-secondary institutions in Canada--teach4rs colleges,-collegeSof
r,

appliad arts and technology, polytechnical ins%Ituteia, colleges of agricultural

technolod, schools of nursing and other professional' schools.

I

a
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Other specific variations.found in colleges and universities in. the United

States deserve more attention, were this monograph-to 'be more comprehensive.

perative education, hardly new, i$ apparently experiencing a resurgence of

interest. Established 1906 at the University of Cincinnati, the factor that

transformed Antioch College in 1921, cooperative education grew slowly until the

'add-1960s. rn 1910 there were about-66 institutions withprogram4 and now there

are over 40044c, Courses by neWspape are in the second year and are available in
- l

some 200 dailies and weeklies.162 External degree programs are growing. 163 The

Twenty-Ninth National Conference on'Bigher Education devoted considerable attention,

to external degree programs and to learning contracts.164 Endorsed by the Commiss-
4

'ion on NonTreditionaI 8tudy,165 the external degree was greeted witt;-same words of

J

caution earlier'in a' paper by Stephen Bailey. 166 is 1,rue tureeyear baccalaureate, at
.9. _

. /

first seemed to be gaining, a following, but institutions are apparently having

second thoughts.167 s

These and numerous.other variations are being discussed in the current litera-

ture on instructiopal programs in higher education. One pa.ystake the fvsition'that

little that 'is radically new has appeared in the last decade; but it iedifficult to
, ,

2 '

escape the-conclusion that more Colleges and uhiversitiei are engaged in some form-

AX
-

-Of cuiriculr st dy and/or revision than ever before. By far,, Lst of the attempts
4

fall within Hefferlin's 'third category, accretAion or attrition, andjhe long-range

c nsciouslyor.unconsciously those responsible for changes are able to take into
7

account Axelrod's observations regarding,the systemic nature of curricular reform.

'4-

Some institutions find themselves eransforme4Hind new inStituttons continue to

surface--to nobs Hefferlin's two other categories. The major challenge to new

institutions is to maiadfain the,uniqueness,that justified their foundinglo..and to

7of such efforts will'pr;Ably be directly related to the extent to which

survive.

8
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